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EDITOR
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t is with mixed feelings that I write these
words, having decided that this will be the
last issue of the Circular that I will edit. For
many months now I have railed against my
own finitude. In a world full of exciting
opportunities, none of which I want to miss
out on, I am downright furious that I have to
choose, to prioritise one adventure over another. With a new job in
academia, a book on existential therapy to finish and a Doctorate
that has been parked in a lay by for two years now, I have become
increasingly aware of my own limitations. In the end, I have
accepted what Sartre knew, that I cannot choose not to choose –
particularly if I want to be able to sleep at night! And as Sartre also
pointed out, with choice comes loss. I am keenly aware of the losses
I face in stepping down as Editor of this publication. I have been
privileged to witness a growth in contributors, who have been
willing to show our community how they experience, seek to
understand, and survive the realities of their existence. I hope that
whoever takes over from me as Editor will encourage more of these
voices to come forward and be heard.
I couldn’t possibly sign off without saying a huge thank you
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to Katrina Pitts. Katrina takes the articles, poems, pictures and
stories you send me and produces the polished, structured
document that drops through your letterbox. It has been a
pleasure to work with you Katrina!
Finally, I was reading Wielding Crimson by D.M. Enslin
the other evening and was struck by these words:

I

‘“Imagine the universe is like this cloth.” Philippos said,
lifting up an old rag off the ground. “There are thousands
of tiny threads woven in tiny, little patterns. If you follow
one thread it will lead you to the end, but also you’ll see
that more threads are connected to it. What if you decide
to follow another? Where would that lead you? And if you
cut one thread, what would happen to the cloth then? Would
it fray until it fell apart? Or would it just change pattern?’’
Good luck to you all as you choose which threads to follow.

Susan Iacovou
therapy@susaniacovou.com

VACANCY FOR PEER-REVIEW CO - ORDINATOR
EXISTENTIAL ANALYSIS
An opportunity has arisen to join the team responsible for the SEA’s journal Existential Analysis. If you are interested in the
above vacancy or would like more information, take a look at departing co-ordinator Helen Acton’s piece on page 22 about
what the role involves, the highs and lows, and what’s really in it for you.
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Pavlos
Filippopoulos
Chair: I am still new
to the role of Chair
and it is still a
learning process. So
far it has proved to
be a combination of leading a strong
commitee and carrying the badge of the
Society in a number of Psychotherapy,
Psychology and other fields.

Digby Tantam
Committee Member:
Emeritus Professor at
the University of
Sheffield, Director of
Research and Deputy
Principal at the New
School of Psychotherapy and
Counselling, and co-chair (with Emmy
van Deurzen) of the forthcoming World
Congress of Existential Psychotherapy
to be held in London in May 2015.

Claire
Marshall
Publicity Officer:
I am responsible for
managing and
organising
information produced
by the SEA, creating and disseminating
relevant information, developing the
branding, promoting interdisciplinary
connections, maintaining the SEA’s
profile amongst students as well as
other public relation matters.

meetings. I liaise between committee
and other SEA members, respond to
various enquiries and, as a trustee of
the SEA I uphold the legal requirements
of the Charity Commission, as it
applies to the Society.

Murray
Blacket
(right),
Conference organisor:
How do you capture a
theme that engages,
inspires and engenders
real debate for people from many walks of
existential life? How do you make this as
meaningful as possible, in just one day?
And how can that day come alive and
make the SEA conference a memorable
one? These are just a few of the questions I
hope to answer as Conference Organisor.

Derek Bean
Practice Matters:
Practice Matters
provides a space on
the website for
keeping members
updated on
professional practice
matters. It is also planned to create a
wider forum for looking at and sharing
concerns, issues and interests, focusing
on existential psychotherapy as applied
and as a working life. Watch out for
further information or contact me at
practicematters@existentialanalysis.org.uk

Mike Harding
Committee Member:
As the former
Registration Officer
of the SEA, I am
now the Committee
Member responsible
for registering ADEP graduates and
other suitably qualified practitioners for
first-time registration with the UKCP.

Natasha Synesiou
Secretary: I coordinate monthly
committee meetings and the AGM. This
entails compiling an agenda, as well as
taking and circulating minutes of the

with the Treasurer and Committee. I also
ensure that payments are made by the
Treasurer when fees are due, and that
Scholarship information is up to date on
the website and occasionally included in
the Circular, as well as keeping students
informed about it directly. I am also
responsible for asking recipients to write
a paper for the Journal and/or give a
presentation on their research.

Paola Pomponi
Honorary Treasurer:
I look after the
financial issues of
the Society. I balance
the yearly accounts,
deal with the bank,
keep all financial documents on file,
and help with any queries related to
moneys, receipts and payments.

Paul Silver-Myer
Membership Secretary: I send annual
membership renewal invitations and
provide a receipt and membership card.
I liaise with Distribution and
Marketing, and the Circular Editors,
provide membership details to the
Registration Officer and Therapist List
Co-ordinator, and update the Treasurer
on fees received. Keeping an overview
of changes in member numbers and
attending to membership related queries
and feedback is also part of my role.

Susan Iacovou

Sarah Young
Administrator, Hans
W. Cohn Scholarship:
I am responsible for
sending out the
Scholarship
application form and
liaising with readers of completed
applications (usually past recipients).
The subcommittee of readers includes
the Chair of the Society, so I keep him/
her informed of any applications.
Awarding the Scholarship is dependent
on funds available, so I maintain contact
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Editor, The
Hermeneutic Circular:
The Hermeneutic
Circular has gone
from strength to
strength under the
stewardship of previous editors
and I hope to continue their good work.
My role is to encourage students,
qualified practitioners and everyone
interested in existential philosophy and
psychotherapy to contribute articles,
poems, case studies, workshop reports
and adverts to the Circular. Help,
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suggestions for future features and
feedback all welcome.

Simon du
Plock (top)
& Greg
Madison
Journal Co-editors:
Simon du Plock has
co-edited Existential
Analysis (EA ) since
1993. He has worked
closely over this
period with
Professor Ernesto
Spinelli, and
Alessandra Lemma,
then with Dr Hans W. Cohn, Dr John
Heaton, and, most recently with Greg
Madison. Simon is Head of PostQualification Doctorates in
Psychotherapy at Metanoia Institute
and Middlesex University. Greg
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joined Simon in co-editing EA almost
six years ago, after returning to the
UK from a brief stint on faculty at a
Canadian university. Greg is a
psychologist and psychotherapist with
interests in developing an
experiential-existential model of
therapy and concerns about the impact
of globalisation and technology on
human existence. His EA role
includes working closely with the
whole journal team in our attempts to
produce two coherent high-quality
publications a year.

Martin Adams
Journal marketing
and distribution, and
Book Reviews’
Editor. I have two
roles in the SEA. I
am the person who
sends out all the copies of Existential

Analysis to members and to people who
buy back copies. I also manage the
subscriptions of EA to academic
institutions across the world. As the
book reviews editor I look out for and
receive books that would be appropriate
for review. On many occasions I
commission reviews.

Paul McGinley
Representative to the
Constructivist and
Existential College:
My role as
representative of the
SEA on the
Executive Committee of the
‘Constructivist and Existential
College’ is to support the SEA Chair in
representing the interests of the
Registered Members of the SEA at
UKCP level, as well as promoting
existential psychotherapy generally.

An Opportunity to Review for Existential Analysis
and Identity in Psychology. Pittsburg: Dusquesne
Gould, P. and Allhoff, F. (2012) Sailing: Catching the Drift of Why
We Sail (Philosophy for Everyone) Chichester: Wiley.
Hedges F. (2010) Reflexivity in Therapeutic Practice. London:
Palgrave.
Hills, J. (2013) Introduction to Systemic and Family Therapy: A
User’s Guide. London: Macmillan
Ilundáin-Agurruza, J. and Austin, M. (2010) Cycling: A Philosophical
Tour De Force (Philosophy for Everyone). Chichester: Wiley.
Itten, T. and Young C. (2012) R.D.Laing: 50 years since The
Divided Self. Ross on Wye: PCCS
Kaye, B. (2013) Critical Madness Theory: A Way of Interpreting
Irrational Behavior as Political Action. Lampeter: Edwin Mellon.
Kottler, J., Englar-Carlson, M. and Carlson, J. (2013) Helping
Beyond the 50 Minute Hour: Therapists Involved in Meaningful
Social Action. Hove: Routledge
Luca, M. (2014) Sexual Attraction in Therapy: Clinical Perspectives
on Moving Beyond the Taboo – A Guide for Training and Practice.
Chichester: Wiley
Martin, A. (2012) The Boxer & The Goal Keeper: Sartre versus
Camus. London: Simon and Schuster.
Milton, M. (ed.) (2010) Therapy and Beyond: Counselling
Psychology contributions to therapeutic and social issues .
Chichester: Wiley.
Milton, M. (ed.) (2012) Diagnosis and Beyond: Counselling
psychology contributions to understanding human distress.
Ross-on-Wye: PCCS
Milton, M. (ed.) (2014) Sexuality: Existential Perspectives. Rosson-Wye: PCCS
Roberts, R. (2011) Real to Reel: Psychiatry at the Cinema. Rosson-Wye: PCCS

The following publications have been received for review. People
who wish to be included in the list of book reviewers for Existential
Analysis for these or other publications should e-mail the Book
Reviews Editor, Martin Adams at adamsmc@regents.ac.uk
Adams, M. (2014) The Myth of the Untroubled Therapist. London:
Routledge.
Bager-Charleson, S. (2014) Doing Practice-based Research in
Therapy: A Reflexive Approach. London: Sage.
Bazzano, M. (2014) After Mindfulness: New Perspectives on
Psychology and Meditation. London: Palgrave.
Belliotti, R.A. (2013) Dante’s Deadly Sins: Moral Philosophy in
Hell. Chichester: Wiley.
Bentall, R. (2010) Doctoring the Mind: Why Psychiatric Treatments
Fail. London: Penguin.
Billig, M. (2013) Learn to Write Badly: How to Succeed in the
Social Sciences. Cambridge: Cambridge U.P.
Clarke, L. (2009) Fiction’s Madness. Ross-on-Wye: PCCS
Deurzen, E. van and Hanaway, M. (eds) (2012) Existential
Perspectives on Coaching. London: Palgrave.
Deurzen E van and Iacovou S (eds) (2013) Existential Perspectives
on Relationship Therapy. Palgrave Macmillan
Driver, C. ed. (2013) Being and Relating in Psychotherapy: Ontology
and Therapeutic Practice. London: Palgrave
Ellis, M. and O’Connor, N. (2010) Questioning Identities:
Philosophy in Psychoanalytic Practice London: Karnac.
Fuller, S. (2011) Humanity 2.0. What it means to be Human, Past,
Present and Future. London: Palgrave.
Gardner, L. (2013) Rhetorical Investigations: G.B. Vico and C.G.
Jung. Hove: Routledge.
Goodman, D.M. (2012) The Demanded Self: Levinasian Ethics
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REPORT
FROM
THE
CHAIR
PAVLOS
FILIPPOPOULOS
ello All, this is my
fourth report to you
from the pages of
the Hermeneutic
Circular.
I recently came
back from San
Francisco, where I presented my latest
research to the international conference
of The Association for Psychological
Science. I spoke about existential research,
existential theory and therapy non-stop
for six days, and I met many interested
and interesting people. In one of the most
liberal cities of the USA, where every
street has a homeless shelter and people
speak about anything to anybody, I found
myself sitting in a cafe with Kirk
Schneider. After ordering a very promising
vegetarian burger, and since there was no
ice to break, we were soon talking about
the present incarnation of existential
thought. I was pleased to find myself with
another human being who had the courage
to talk about significant things yet
maintained his humanity throughout. He
made me feel very confident about our
work as a Society; as our colleagues on
the other end of the Atlantic ocean
seem to be working in the same direction.
The delicious burger added to the beauty
of the moment!

H

On the home front and with regards to
our registering body, the UKCP, there is
an up-coming review of its overall ‘shape’;
this is on-going, but does not require input
from members. Where input from our
registered members is both required and
important, is their presence as volunteers
on ‘Complaints’ Panels’; the UKCP have
asked for this but at the moment we have
no volunteers from the existential
modality. As things stand, if an existential
therapist was to go through a Complaints
Procedure, there would be no
representation on the panel with familiarity
of our modality; this could potentially
have a negative bearing on the outcome
of a complaint, so I would urge you to get
involved by contacting the UKCP.
The SEA has recently been through a
quinquennial review process with the
UKCP and, although we have not yet
received the official report, we were
assured on the day that the Panel was very
happy, and particularly impressed with
both the Advanced Diploma in Existential
Psychotherapy, which the SEA validate,
as well as the range of services, such as
the Conference, the SEA Journal and
Hermeneutic Circular, and various events
that the SEA provides for their members.
We await the final report and will be taking
on board any recommendations that
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the panel happens to make.
Lastly, I wanted to share with you
through this column some terrible news
from the Existential Mediation world. A
couple of months ago, a wonderful
colleague and beloved cousin of mine,
Demitrios Smeros, died unexpectedly in
his sleep of a heart attack. Demitrios,
besides being a very gifted existential
mediator, fought for years against financial
inequality, both in Greece and in the UK.
He was the main sponsor of a service set
up to give free therapy to homeless people
in Athens and died while working on
setting up a similar service in London. I
can still remember his words with a smile:
‘Psychotherapy could be an existential
mediation between the different aspects
of our being’. I am sure his work will
continue to be appreciated and constitute
the basis of further development but his
real, human presence will be missed.
Before I leave you with this message,
I wanted to invite you again to get involved
with the running of the Society. We would
welcome more members in a variety of
roles in order to help our work in developing
our Society further and spreading the word
as you may have heard me saying during
my talk in the latest AGM.
Thank you all for your support.
Bye for now.
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POURQUOI ECRIRE?
WHAT DO SARTRE
AND JOURNAL THERAPY
HAVE IN COMMON?
BY K AT E T H O M P S O N

I was born of writing. Before that there was only a play of
mirrors……By writing I was existing, I was escaping the
grown ups, but I existed in order to write, and if I said ‘I’,
that meant ‘I who writes’. In any case, I knew joy.
(Sartre, 1981: p153)

Pourquoi écrire? is the title of one of the essays in Jean-Paul
Sartre’s What is Literature and Other Essays. Why write? Why
do people write? What happens when people write? These questions
are asked both by Sartre and by therapists who use Journal Therapy
or expressive writing with clients. When we look closely we see
that Sartre and Journal Therapy may have more in common than
we expected.
Jean-Paul Sartre famously turned down the Nobel Prize for
literature in 1964, the same year he published his autobiography
Les Mots ( The Words ), a psychoanalytic investigation of his
childhood. It describes a relationship to writing that is as much
about process as product. Journal therapy is definitely about
process writing.

This describes someone who understood the power of the
process of writing, before he became the artist capable of creating
the kind of texts that might change the world.
He wrote about terrible things, shocking his mother when she
looked over his shoulder:
but the imagination was not involved. I did not invent those
horrible things; I found them like everything else in my
memory.
(Sartre, 1981: p149)

Process and product writing
Journal therapy is the purposeful and intentional use of
cathartic, reflective, process and/or integrative writing to
further therapeutic goals.
(Adams, 1999)

Writing gave his life meaning and helped him to make sense
of the world and of his existence. Les Mots describes a relationship
to writing that is as much about process as product. It seems that
writing helped him survive the difficulties of his youth.

As a journal therapist, I start from the premise that writing is both
a creative and a therapeutic act. I am interested in the process of
writing and how it allows my clients to know themselves differently
as they tell their story on the page. I see them gain greater
understanding and intimacy with the self, which allows them to
live in new and authentic ways.
Journal therapy is process rather than product writing, that is,
it is undertaken for therapeutic purposes rather than to create a
finished product to be published or shared (although this may be
a by-product of journal therapy, it is not the primary goal). The
process of writing, rather than the finished product, is the tool for
personal growth, healing and change.
Where journal therapy seeks therapeutic change in the individual,
Sartre implies that social change is the writer’s goal. He often
talks about writing as a means of artistic and creative expression
where the product is a work of art. But it is not just an objet, it is
a text which will have an impact on the reader and will act as an
agent for change in the individual and in society. The writer has
both freedom and responsibility. Certainly, as an adult Sartre
wrote for an audience and to contribute to the world. He wrote
as an artist committed (engagé) to creating a work of art and to
creating change in the world. He talks about the responsibility of
the writer being not merely to describe the world but to change
it. We might think of this as product writing – where the act of
writing produces a piece of writing that is an agent of change in
the reader and in a wider sense. But in Les Mots he says:

Reading and writing
I began my life as I shall no doubt end it: amongst books.
(Sartre, 1981: p40)
We are all readers before we are writers. Les Mots is divided into
two parts:
1) Reading 2) Writing.
It chronicles the evolution of the boy Jean-Paul from reader
to writer, it is in writing that he finds himself.
There is an intimate relationship between writing and reading;
without a reader we have only marks on the page. As Sartre puts
it, every writer needs a reader because a text only exists when it
is read. It exists in the eyes of the reader just as a landscape exists
when framed by a viewer (Schama, 1995). We, as readers or
viewers, establish the relationships which bring text or landscape
into being:
Thanks to us, that star which has been dead for millennia,
that quarter moon, and that dark river are disclosed in the
unity of a landscape……If we turn away from this landscape
it will sink back into its dark permanence.
(Sartre, 1988: pp38-9)
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POURQUOI ECRIRE?
WHAT DO SARTRE AND JOURNAL THERAPY
HAVE IN COMMON?
CONTINUED
If writing needs reading, does a writer need a reader:

Conclusion: why write?

The operation of writing implies that of reading as its
dialectical correlative and these two connected acts
necessitate two distinct agents.
(Sartre, 1988: p43)

One of the chief motives of artistic creation is certainly the
need of feeling that we are essential in relationship
to the world.
(Sartre, 1988: p49)

Of course it does – however I question Sartre’s idea that ‘two
distinct agents’ are necessary. I believe that they can indeed exist
in one and the same person; we can be our own reader. Furthermore,
I believe that this is where the power of journal therapy lies,
because, as Sartre says:

This is often one of the underlying motives for people to seek
therapy. Writing is one medium through which we can begin to
understand ourselves and our being in the world. A client of mine
said: ‘I know I exist, I can see me on the page’. Her existence
was confirmed to her by reading her own writing.
Journal therapy offers particular structures and techniques for
writing. These are used with clients to help them tell their stories and
explore their relationship to the world. Writing is an obvious way for
people to tell their stories, first to themselves on the page and perhaps
then to a therapist. Some people can write about traumatic material
before they can speak it – for them, and for those of us who work
with them, this is a sufficient answer to the question ‘why write?’.
The existential thinking of Jean-Paul Sartre and the practice
of journal therapy do indeed have much in common. Perhaps now
is the time to situate journal therapy alongside existential therapy
and find new ways of telling our stories.

Reading seems, in fact, to be the synthesis of perception
and creation.
(Sartre, 1988: p51)
In journal therapy we discover that, by reading what we have
written, we learn more and can begin to integrate that knowledge
into our experience of being in the world and who we are.

Writing and reflection

My existence…creates a story. How I create this story is of
utmost importance. Existential psychotherapy is about
retracing the story and reorienting a person in time. The
way in which I tell my story is the way in which I create a
self. Existential philosophy does not posit the notion of a
fixed and determined self. Our stories change as we live
and so we are changed too.
(Deurzen, 1999: p226)

I shall say that a writer is committed when he tries to achieve
the most lucid and the most complete consciousness of being
embarked, that is, when he causes the engagement of
immediate spontaneity to advance, for himself and others,
to the reflective.
(Sartre, 1988: p77)
If we remove ‘and others’ and think about the movement from
‘immediate spontaneity to advance…..to the reflective’, this also
applies to journal therapy. The initial spontaneous writing is
followed by a period of reflection consisting of reading and then
writing some feedback on the original writing. This stage is where
the therapeutic benefit truly lies in journal therapy, and where the
potential for learning and growth and change in the individual
exists. Most journal writers begin with catharsis – but in therapy,
catharsis is not enough. The written feedback consists of statements
about either the content of the initial write or what the writer felt
when reading it. Statements begin:

Kate Thompson MA, CJF is an existential counselor, journal
therapist and writer. She is core faculty at the Therapeutic Writing
Institute, tutor at the New School of Psychotherapy & Counselling,
London, and an associate of the Boulder Psychotherapy Institute.
She lives in Boulder, Colorado.
Contact: Kate@KateThompsonTherapy.com
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When I read this I notice
When I read this I am surprised/interested/realise that
When I read this I remember
When I read this I feel
When I read this I have a sensation of….
(Thompson, 2010)
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH PAUL MCGINLEY
BY M I C H A E L M O N T G O M E RY
Michael: Would you like to give a bit of context or background
to what you’ve been focusing on since retiring as a Chair
of the SEA?

to a large extent, and perhaps it may involve re-describing what
we do at certain times in order to be able to continue to work in
flexible ways that seem ethically appropriate to the particular
client’s needs.
It’s the difference, I suppose, between having clear ethical
guidelines based on integrity etc., and prescriptive rules about
what you can and cannot do - which is not to say that we don’t
need rules. But it seems to me that it’s important that a therapist’s
work is not judged by measures that are alien to the spirit of what
we embody, that might then ultimately change that spirit. For
example, and this is not something that I have done, but I know
some practitioners who have, on occasion, held sessions outside,
maybe going for a walk in the park or something. Now, I think
that under the present regulations someone might be risking their
accreditation by taking such an action if later on the therapeutic
relationship broke down to such an extent that someone took out
a complaint against them. The practitioner would be in a very
vulnerable position in terms of retrospectively justifying what
might have been a mutually agreed and quite legitimate action at
the time, and one that had a benign motivation.
I mean, as another example of spirit, there’s a really entertaining
book I read many years ago called A Handful of Summers, which
is about the tennis tour back in the late 50’s, before tennis had
turned professional. Now some of those players were quite eccentric
at times; there’s one guy that used to book practice courts and
just sit and meditate on them (much to the frustration of other
players). But they brought great character to the game, and even
as late as the 70’s I remember seeing Nastase, as well as Arthur
Ashe, at Ronnie Scott’s at three o’clock in the morning enjoying
themselves, and then they were out on court the next day playing
Wimbledon. I mean, they had character, and it showed in their
game. How are we to compare them with the players of today
who have a team to watch their fitness, special diets, and have
been drilled since the age of 8 in specialised tennis camps. Yes,
the standard has gone up hugely in terms of performance, and
nobody would deny that Federer or Nadal have ‘spirit’, but I think
it’s a very different spirit to the one that those guys embodied,
and personally I’m not sure I prefer that latter over the former.
Humour and enjoyment is a very important part of life and play,
as Gadamer shows, is profound.
It’s the drive towards ever increasing efficiency that’s changing
the spirit as much as anything else, which leads to standardisation
and a kind of levelling down; there’s really only one way to hit
a forehand these days – they might look different but they’ve all
got the same fundamental elements.

Paul: Well, I’ve had quite a lot to deal with in other areas, but in
terms of the SEA, I’ve still had a lot to do because I’m Vice Chair
now of the Constructivist and Existential College, and I’m due
to take over as Chair of the College some time this year, so I’ve
really been picking up speed on that stuff. As well as that the SEA
recently went through a five year review and that took up a great
deal of time and energy, although you’ll be pleased to hear that
with the help of Natasha (the Secretary), and Paola (the Treasurer),
as well as Mike (what would we do without Mike?) it went very
well indeed. And then last term was very busy teaching at Regent’s
and at the bottom of the pile there’s always the PhD to try to make
progress on. So, all in all, I haven’t by any means retired; I’m
afraid you haven’t got rid of me yet.
Michael: That is good to hear. What do you believe is the greatest
challenge facing existential-phenomenological psychotherapists
over the coming years?
Paul: Retaining the spirit of what we do within an increasingly
regulated environment. There’s a balance to be found here between
a legitimate level of accountability to self and other in the
therapeutic community, and the need to not put rules and regulations
in place that can strangle the heart out of existential therapy, so
that we’re constantly looking over our shoulder at possible
litigation. I mean, I have a great many thoughts about that, but I
do think that that there’s a growing danger that psychotherapeutic
approaches could end up in some sort of sterile uniformity, like
‘This is how to do psychotherapy, and this is what you do’.
Michael: At the SEA Conference 2013, Love and Hate, a question
was raised: should existential-phenomenological psychotherapists
try and remain in the NHS system or should they give up the fight?
Paul: Well, I know of several existential therapists who are doing
what I think is extremely good work within the NHS. So they’re
continuing to achieve that and it seems to me that the rest of the
stuff just needs to be managed somehow.
Michael: Is there a danger that the spirit of what we do becomes
compromised?
Paul: I don’t think the spirit becomes compromised, but how it
is expressed might be, although I guess that could eventually
erode and change the spirit. I think that there might be challenges
in terms of, at what point would one say I can no longer practice
in the way that I believe within these conditions. Because,
although in a way they’re external to what happens in the
therapeutic relationship, of course they also constitute it as well

Michael: The closing session of the conference seemed to be
deeply significant. The recognition of all the work and contribution
over the past 25 years and an invitation to construct another 25.
In addition to the appointment of Pavlos as Chair, what else needs
to be done in order to stay relevant for another 25 years, to maintain
as Deleuze might say a revolutionary-being?
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Paul: I think we need to continue to be engaged in whatever debate
is taking place at the time. I can’t pretend to see what that will be,
or predict what’s going to happen in the next 25 years but I think
what needs to happen is that we need to continue within the spirit
of what we believe in. Engagement with core regulatory bodies,
whatever, or whoever that means at the time, and such engagement
may mean standing up against them and challenging them on
occasion. But the thing is, if you’re not in the debate then decisions
get made by others that then affect how you are allowed to practise.
It’s a matter of some frustration to me that the majority of existential
therapists seem to just want to get on with seeing clients, without
ever taking into account that what they do, their livelihoods in fact,
only takes place on the basis of a minority of dedicated volunteers
who spend a great deal of time and energy involved with the UKCP
such that they can continue to describe themselves as existential
psychotherapists and continue working as they do.
Another problem here is that some people on such Committees
seem to be there because they enjoy telling others what to do,
they have the loadest voices and they can get quite over-excited
and even self-righteous about the whole process at times. I mean,
I prefer to take a meerkat approach and watch from a hillside just
to try to keep some of this increasing regulation in check.

we tell ourselves, we tell ourselves that we make choices, but
whether we do or not is another matter entirely. But I think the
world, the way I understand it, the world finds us and we find the
world, we find ourselves attracting, repelling, integrating, those
things happen, but the more we can become aware of that the
better and that’s where the work of any sort of depth psychotherapy
lies, and insofar as you can become aware of that movement you
can then both respond to it and legitimately be held responsible
for it, I’m not sure I’ve explained that very well. Phenomenologically
though, irrespective of these sorts of discussions, my lived
experience is that on a day-to-day basis, of course I make choices,
but that doesn’t mean that I don’t also find my life going in
directions that I didn’t necessarily foresee or seem to fully direct,
or that I don’t find that there are underlying patterns in my
relationships that still seem to repeat, despite the fact that I’ve
tried to be as aware of that as possible. So the question of ‘choice’
lies at all sorts of levels, but personally I don’t adhere to what I
understand as a Sartrean type of decontextualised freedom – I
might be doing Sartre an injustice there, but he does seem to
suggest that we all appear at the age of forty in French cafés,
drinking red wine and smoking Gallois.
Michael: I think the way you describe it, and my experience of
talking to people at the conference was there’s such an openness
to explore, even with the people who do hold their view. I had
some interesting and very generous dialogues that continued
beyond the conference that were very rich and exciting.

Michael: There appeared to be quite a strong dichotomy in some
of the voices at the Conference on the issue of choice. I personally
am finding the phrase ‘there is always choice’ quite dogmatic.
Betty Cannon, in last month’s Hermeneutic Circle, was using the
phrase ‘the chosen past’ over ‘the causal past’, I can’t help feeling
that if misused, that could have a tendency to once again minimise
the relative impact of early experiences.

Paul: Yes, which is where, I think that’s where the value of the
SEA and events like the Conference lies. All of this is an on-going
discourse, which is far more important than arriving at final truths.

Paul: Yeah, I agree. First of all, of course, existential thought is
quite a broad church and for me, I’m keen to embrace different
understandings and I think that apparently contradictory viewpoints
can also sometimes all be true, or more accurately, they can all
be correct. So if you’re asking me where I sit in that sort of
continuum between the idea of choice and causality I can talk
about that if you want? But basically they are different discourses.
I don’t personally think that people make as many choices as they
think they do, I mean, obviously sometimes we make choices
although there are several levels to this, but the main one is the
link between explanation and responsibility which needs to be
separated out. You know, I can hold anybody responsible for
something irrespective of whether I can explain why they did it.
I mean, presumably there is an explanation of things, and the rate
things are going one might assume that everything will become
explainable in some way or another pretty soon. Although, as I
say that I’m well aware that explanation usually takes place in
terms of causes, rather than motives, but even if I can explain
why someone did something – in terms of biology, or sociology,
or whatever – it doesn’t mean I can’t hold somebody responsible
for it, these are two separate discourses, and for the most part
they’re non-commensurable.
In terms of actual choice, for me I tend to feel that it’s generally
a retrospective attribution of intentionality, it’s a narrative that

Michael: One of the stated aims of the SEA is to provide a forum
for the expression of views and exchange of ideas amongst those
interested in the analysis of existence from the philosophical and
psychological perspectives, in this context how would you define
psychology?
Paul: Well, psychology has a perspective, and it’s a perspective
that, as far as I can see, tends towards the objectification – and
we use that word so often it’s almost lost its power – but it certainly
tends towards the observation of behaviour from a third person
perspective, or so it seems to me. So that’s a valid perspective
but I’m sure that it’s not where the work of psychotherapy lies.
In its original form it was to do with the prediction and control
of human behaviour, and despite protestations to the contrary,
I’m not convinced it’s changed very much at heart.
Michael: What about our own capacity to observe our psychology?
Paul: Our own psychology? Well, you can do that but then you’re
taking yourself as an object.
Michael: It depends who is taking the self as an object, I guess,
where does the self arise?
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to it sometimes. Yeah, it’s the Christian thing, isn’t it, those that
have got shall get and those that have not shall lose (there’s a
song there somewhere) and it’s because if you engage with it you
might find that you lose even what you think you’ve got, but if
you have some understanding then you’ll gain from that, because
it will speak to you; it will speak to that part of you that somehow
resonates with what is being said, even if you’ve never been able
to articulate that understanding in such a way.

Michael: Like it or not, you’re known for being a bit of an expert
on Heidegger, I think the reason I didn’t give up on trying to
engage with Heidegger is because of how you teach and dare I
say, embody or imbue some of his thinking or challenges. Would
Heidegger come to the conference, do you think?
Paul: Yeah. He’d probably speak at it, I would hope. He would
certainly have spoken at the one on Technology that we held, and
I still don’t understand why that one wasn’t more of a success; I
guess maybe we didn’t pitch it quite well enough.

Michael: There has been some recent publicity on the publication
of Heidegger’s so called black notebooks in France, although a
full English translation is not available, it seems that there is very
little that we did not already know. However, Heidegger’s moral
choices result in some members of the Society simply ignoring
his work, is there anything you would say to make the case for a
continued engagement with Heidegger’s work to those who maybe
just write him off? And what could the prize be for doing so?

Michael: I inferred at the conference last year, when critiquing
psychoanalysis and existentialism that you represented the middle
school of British Existentialism. Is that a title that you would
resonate with?

Paul: First of all, obviously it’s their choice. Personally, I try to
be open to things that I initially would dismiss for whatever reason,
I try to reflect, simply, and think okay, what is it in me that is
resisting this or making it difficult to engage with? And maybe I
would encourage others to do something similar. Going back to
what I was saying before, those that have got will get, somebody
may find that they’re able to own their point of view more fully
and not necessarily change it. Retain it but in a new and more
informed way perhaps. Maybe the values that they hold need to
be held even more vigorously, but hopefully from a more informed
point of view. I mean, his views on democracy are well known,
but I kind of get his point that it may not be the best possible
system at the end of the day, which is not to say that I think
Fascism is. But I’m wary of getting into this debate here, because
all we’re doing is discussing someone else’s interpretation of
material none of us have actually seen.

Paul: No (laughs). I didn’t know there was one anyway, most of
the so-called ‘British School’ are from anywhere but Britain –
Greece seems to be a growing force recently, and you know what
they say about Greeks bearing gifts...(laughs).
Michael: Jaspers described Heidegger among contemporaries as
the most exciting thinker, masterful, compelling, mysterious but
then leaving you empty handed. If we avoid treating Heidegger
though as equipment or mining him, what would you say you
were left with?
Paul: Well, you’re left empty handed, I agree with that, but that’s
not necessarily a bad thing. I think from Heidegger’s perspective
or indeed from my perspective, teaching philosophy is not
something that you end up with something at the end of it that
you can say oh, here it is, this is what I’ve done, sort of thing.
It’s the nature of the process that it is a process and the value lies
in that, and if you try to measure it in terms of the way other
things are measured then you are going to come up empty handed.
Personally, I think it’s a real mistake to take Heidegger’s thought
as a body of work that can be ‘mined’ for its relevance to
psychotherapy, and there’s a constant tension there when it’s being
taught on a psychotherapy training course – I mean, even the word
‘training’ is problematic to me. But that goes back to what I was
saying before about different kinds of regulation and accountability,
this time in education, where the powers that be want measurable
outcomes etc., it’s very far away from early Greek understandings
of what education really means. But I think, the ADEP is special
in that sense, there’s a real passion within the team to protect and
promote what I was referring to earlier as the spirit of existential
psychotherapy, and Jonathan is great at knowing how to deal with
the powers that be.

Michael: Can someone truly understand philosophical concepts
unless that understanding changes how one lives?
Paul: No, certainly not. But anyway, there are no philosophical
concepts as such. Philosophy, as I understand it doesn’t work at
the level of conceptual analysis, it works at the level of lived
experience, it points towards something, the so-called ‘concepts’
point you towards somewhere that you yourself then have to go
to. If you’re simply changing the conceptual constructs that you
hold then you’re simply operating on the same phenomenological
level and very little has changed, very little indeed. In that case
existential thought becomes something that you might apply to
the work you are doing, but all you’ve done really is adopt a
different theory – albeit a more rigorously grounded one than the
sort of speculative theories that we traditionally hold - but nothing
much has changed, it seems to me anyhow. Hidden within that is
still what Heidegger would call the ‘age of the world picture’;
Nietzsche’s ‘will-to-power’ fulfilling itself in the onset of Nihilism.

Michael: George Bernard Shaw said people get nothing out of
books but what they bring to them, does that capture some of what
you might be saying if you take say, Being and Time?

Michael: I have spent some time recently connecting philosophers
online. Some of the people that I encounter would describe themselves
as professional philosophers, and I feel their pain, and that’s
contrasted with people who seem to be much less analytical and
much more lived, and even online in that medium you can get a

Paul: Yeah, I think that’s right, it’s almost like it can take away,
it takes away what you bring, in terms of what you think you’ve
got. Violently at times. It will actually take away what you bring
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connection, it feels like a much more hard connection but does that
reflect the bit between analytical and continental, do you think?

conform all the more to this specialism which they despise. An
image of thought called philosophy has been formed historically
and it effectively stops people from thinking. I think he was talking
about the state.

Paul: To a great extent, I think. I’m not an analytical philosopher
so I can’t speak for the pain they may be feeling, but from my
standpoint it can be quite hard to still be a beginner after all this
time; there’s a great temptation to think I might know something
and then go around telling others what that is. Not least because
people really do like to be told things, they even thank you for it
sometimes, despite the fact that you’ve probably taken away more
than you’ve given.

Paul: Yeah. That makes sense to me, you know, which is why
I’m so wary when I teach, well, so called teach, Heidegger. Being
careful that I’m not presenting Heidegger’s ideas as something
to be agreed with, as a dogma or something to be learnt. You
know, that’s not how it works, it’s simply not, in my humble
opinion. So it’s just a case of me to trying to engender, or encourage,
or evoke, open up some enthusiasm to engage with and see what
comes and not to be telling people what’s there because that would
be ridiculous. I mean, I may have misunderstood the whole thing
and anyway, he may have misunderstood his own existence as
well actually – it’s possible, I mean his thought changed over
time, which seems appropriate.

Michael: Nicholas Rescher proposed the day of the philosopher
as an isolated thinker, the talented amateur with an idiosyncratic
message has effectively gone. In that description do you think
that philosophy is dead?
Paul: It depends what he’s referring to as philosophy, I mean I
think all philosophy is, is people who engage, it’s people’s
engagement with the questions, that’s what philosophy is, it’s an
activity, it’s not building a body of knowledge, or of new concepts,
if that’s what he’s saying, that philosophy is some form of attempt
to come out with new ideas then I don’t particularly have a view
on whether that’s dead or not. The alternative is philosophy as
phenomenology, Heidegger did say philosophy is at an end; he
talked about the end of philosophy. But, as phenomenology,
philosophy as phenomenology, and phenomenology as ontology
is certainly not dead. Doing phenomenology is part of what it
means to be human, to be revealing things, to be understanding
things, bringing things to light, that’s what we are in a sense, we
are that process, so the more we do that the more we are being
who we are. So there’s an ethics built into that, there’s an ethical
imperative built into phenomenology.

Michael: Yeah, I don’t think you’ve any fear of that because it
was more, in my experience, it was more like an emersion
experience. So would you, on a general then, taking everything
you have said so far about philosophy, would you have a guidance
on how one could engage with a text?
Paul: It’s something against which you can encounter the world,
I would say. That can heighten awareness, that can bring something
new, that can help to open up new aspects and horizons.
Michael: It makes me think of a tension that I experience, I have
sort of been taught by you and others, the importance of the
original text, however it can almost be an impossible task to get
in without a little bit of guidance. It’s like what Montaigne said
about there’s just books on books on books, how do you avoid
spiralling out, what’s the happy medium between getting some
sort of access to the philosophical text?

Michael: So, I mean when I got really inspired by Heidegger it
led me to Nietzsche and Thus Spoke Zarathustra but his, the
engagement with that, seemed so far removed from these layers
of concepts of philosophy, the more sort of academic philosophy.
He seems to be describing what you’re saying, the lived engagement.

Paul: Yeah, that’s a good point. I mean obviously a little guidance
can help, because we’re reading in translation anyway, some of the
things he’s talking about are translated differently in different books,
so if you don’t know that you’re reading about the same thing from
one book to another it’s going to be more difficult. It goes back to
that question about accumulation of understanding, you know, do
you actually accumulate to understand? You can accumulate
knowledge but understanding is something else, it’s a skill that’s
developed, I would see it that way, an ability, you develop, an ability
to be present and aware and question. So, in a way, it doesn’t really
matter if someone doesn’t get it right away, although obviously it
doesn’t help if the thing is completely closed to you. But you see,
I don’t present the later Heidegger on the ADEP, but maybe I should.
But a lot of Heidegger’s later writing is esoteric and there are
reasons for that, you know. I mean, partly it’s to protect himself, I
think, but partly it’s to protect what he’s saying from being misread
by people who are reading it or judging it according to the wrong
standards, or by standards that are not appropriate to it, and partly
it’s to protect the person, the other, the uninitiated, if you like.

Paul: Yes, it’s a different way of writing than Heidegger’s early
work, but embodies a similar understanding of the process of what
philosophy is, I think. Heidegger’s lectures on Nietzsche are well
worth reading, although who Heidegger’s Nietzsche is, is a question
in itself. There’s a whole question in there about the extent to
which we are reading in, or reading out of another person’s thought;
not unlike therapy, of course; there’s nothing transparent, as far
as I can see.
Michael: Deleuze proposed that the history of philosophy has
always been the agent of power and philosophy, and even in
thought it has played the repressors role, how can you think without
having read Plato, Neitzsche and Heidegger and so and so’s books
about them? Formidable school of intimidation which manufactures
specialists in thought but which also makes those who stay outside
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Paul: Yeah, well that’s why we need to be engaged at a political
level and that’s why I get involved with the SEA because if we don’t
then courses like the Advanced Diploma in Existential Psychotherapy
(ADEP) will just get, you know, washed away because it doesn’t
fit very easily into a university system. What’s essential to it is not
measurable in the way that other courses are, it’s not accountable
in the way that the regulatory bodies want courses to be, or understand
courses to be. But part of the skill is in re-describing what it does
in terms that can be more easily understood by the powers that be,
even if that’s not what we’re really doing on the course.

Paul:Yes, that’s right. So there’s the question; how much do you
open up some of what he’s saying, or might be saying, and make
it accessible so that it’s just passed around in everyday language
and someone says oh, this is what it means, this is his concept,
you don’t need to read Heidegger, you can read this commentary
on him and basically he’s saying X? It’s like taking Wittgenstein
and saying well, actually all he’s saying is that sometimes verbs
are confused with nouns and not all nouns refer – but you’ve got
a lifetime’s work there reduced to very little. But if somebody
walks away thinking that they’ve understood it by being able to
capture it in that way then they’ve lost something because they
weren’t actually engaging with it, it doesn’t actually help, they
walk away thinking they’ve understood it and that’s it, they’ve
put that away now. Like, ‘I don’t need to look at that now, I’ve
understood that’ but they haven’t understood it at all. And they
haven’t understood it mainly because it was never yet a question
for them, it was never a question that really gripped them, they
didn’t get what the problem was and go along their happy way
thinking everything is alright. So maybe teaching is showing
someone that there is a problem, and that it’s their problem, and
then they can begin from there.

Michael: Last year I was talking about the flawed mind-set of ‘if
you can’t measure it then you can’t manage it’. The best of what
we do can’t be measured and that’s the tension. I believe there is
no current method to empirically measure the most incredible
moments of the client encounter, in fact if you try to measure it
you’ll probably change the dynamic of the encounter irreparably.
The best of what we do cannot be measured.
Paul: That’s the tension, that’s right. If it moves you’ve got to
measure it and if you can’t measure it, it doesn’t exist. It’s the
same in psychotherapy, and the same with the ADEP but that’s
why we need to, it’s going back to what I just said, I mean one
of the ways is to re-describe what we do, so you re-describe the
course in terms of the outcomes that they could understand but
actually it is a nonsense really, we’re just playing a game but if
you don’t, you know, we get wiped away. I mean, to use another
example, because the accountability is important, I don’t sort of
think it’s not at all important, but like the supervision thing where
now there is a proposal that somebody supervising should be
aware of all the clients that the supervisee is carrying. It’s a great
idea in theory, but actually in reality, what it would do if it goes
through would be to change the nature of supervision. Certainly
from an existential point of view, it wouldn’t be engaging with
the person at the level that I would want to encourage therapists
to do in order to help them really understand what’s really going
on for them as psychotherapists in relation to one or several clients;
it would become just a managerial tick box exercise, ten minutes
each person, oh yeah, he’s ok, this one’s ok, blah, blah, blah and
that’s what it becomes, so it becomes a levelling down of something.
It’s the exchangeability and ordering that you mentioned. The
intention is good, but of course, as soon as you put a rule like that
in place it causes potential trouble; what if something goes wrong
then it turns out that the therapist hasn’t presented that client for
whatever reason then, you know, you’ve got all sorts of questions,
suspicions, allegations, and then the supervisor could also be held
accountable...the whole thing is very difficult.

Michael: You could nearly roll that out to modern society.
Paul: Yeah, absolutely, which is why psychotherapy is an opportunity
to look at something quite deeply and not to have one’s own behaviour
explained away according to various psychologies so that we then
don’t feel the need to question it, or take responsibility for it, because
someone has already given us the answer.
Michael: So by that definition would it mean that CBT isn’t
psychotherapy?
Paul: I think within its own region and realm it’s probably
very effective, although I don’t get how they deal with the power
imbalance that is engendered by that way of working. I’m probably
missing something there, and I suppose most CBT is very
short-term, so maybe it’s not such a problem. There are certainly
some things in CBT which I think would be in line with a
Heideggerian sort of understanding, in terms of getting out there
and doing it, but it’s the process of CBT as an orientation, it’s
the political aspect of the thing that is most concerning; it’s a
political process of appropriation; so now they’ve discovered
mindfulness, you know, I know people who have studied
mindfulness for 15 years and take it very seriously, they live it,
but you can do a six week course now in CBT and be told what
it is and claim to practice it.

Michael: It’s quite a frightening prospect and evokes flashbacks
of social work and the McDonaldization of social work. The
clinical, or more in-depth encounter with clients was replaced by
case management, so supervision would have been a pile of actual
physical cases we would have gone through, there was no time
to go through and reflect and as a social worker I paid for my own
private supervision so I could get the depth, but it all fits with
concept of McDonaldization and Heidegger and technology.

Michael: Heidegger was hot on how he viewed our relationship
to technology. Regent’s University has recently been awarded
university status, how will you retain your fluidity as a philosopher
and practitioner in the context of mounting demands for availability,
exchangeability, flexibility and ordering?

Paul: Yeah, accountability, flexibility, availability, all those; because
that’s how we’re seeing the world, and therefore that’s how we start
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to see relationships, and how we see human beings, that’s the
problem. Remember, Heidegger says technology is nothing
technological, if you think it is, you’ve already missed the conjuror’s
trick – although let’s not go into who the conjuror might be.

people to do it. You know, there are, what over three hundred
and eighty members in the SEA, over one hundred of whom are
Registered members, but the work is carried by the Committee,
and even there people’s enthusiasm runs dry after a while and
for the most part it’s left to a few very dedicated individuals.
That was my experience as Chair anyway, and then again, I
didn’t feel I could be too demanding because, after all, people
are giving up their time on a voluntary basis – although the same
is true for the most part, of course, of the UKCP itself.

Michael: He also made a distinction between learnedness and
philosophy, this is something that I think you imbued in your
teaching style but I think I’ve touched on this already, do you
think you can sustain this given the demand of the modern
university system?

Michael: Ok, last question, thank you, if you could choose your
own headstone what would it read?

Paul: Well I might have to use a PowerPoint just to show that
I’m teaching something, whether or not I follow it (laughs). For
me, there’s not much of a question to that, can I sustain it? I do
what I do, I don’t intend to change it dramatically but there may
come a point where we need to do what we do somewhere else,
set something else up, this is why the SEA is so important, it’s
a body that should be free to do that, it’s important that it’s free
of this sort of stuff. That’s why the proposed CPD workshops
and the forum should be promoted, we should be doing more,
there isn’t enough stuff going on, I don’t think, but it’s finding

Paul: I’m not sure I’d want a headstone, it’s such a rigid thing,
don’t you think? I think I would rather be buried at sea and let
the fish eat my body as I rise and fall with the tide.
Michael: I was going to say it would just be a raised eyebrow, it
wouldn’t say anything, just a raised eyebrow. Thank you very much.
Paul: Thanks Michael.

AT THE MOVIES:
EXISTENTIALISM IN FILM
WOODY ALLEN: That’s quite a lovely Jackson Pollock,
isn’t it?
GIRL IN MUSEUM: Yes it is.
WOODY ALLEN: What does it say to you?
GIRL IN MUSEUM: It restates the negativeness of the
universe, the hideous lonely emptiness of existence,
nothingness, the predicament of man forced to live in a
barren, godless eternity, like a tiny flame flickering in an
immense void, with nothing but waste, horror, and
degradation, forming a useless bleak straightjacket in a black
absurd cosmos.
WOODY ALLEN: What are you doing Saturday night?
GIRL IN MUSEUM: Committing suicide.
WOODY ALLEN: What about Friday night?
GIRL IN MUSEUM: [leaves silently]
Text from Play It Again, Sam, Paramount Pictures, 1972;
Image of ‘The Scream’, 1893, by Edvard Munch
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Just	
  the	
  Basics:	
  Existential	
  Relationship	
  Therapy	
  
	
  

Relationship	
  counselling	
  from	
  an	
  existential	
  perspective	
  makes	
  perfect	
  sense:	
  we	
  are	
  
fundamentally	
  in	
  relationship	
  with	
  others	
  from	
  the	
  minute	
  we	
  are	
  born.	
  How	
  we	
  conduct	
  
ourselves	
  within	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  given	
  relationships,	
  including	
  both	
  intimate	
  and	
  more	
  public	
  
engagements,	
  is	
  a	
  direct	
  reflection	
  of	
  our	
  world-‐view	
  and	
  our	
  self-‐concept.	
  
How	
  does	
  a	
  practitioner	
  proceed	
  then?	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  format	
  for	
  the	
  sessions,	
  what	
  are	
  the	
  
ethical	
  and	
  contractual	
  implications?	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  aims	
  of	
  this	
  work,	
  and	
  what	
  might	
  be	
  the	
  
expectations	
  of	
  the	
  parties	
  involved?	
  
Sunday	
  November	
  16,	
  2014	
  

Just	
  the	
  Basics:	
  Understanding	
  and	
  Managing	
  Conflict	
  
Managing	
  conflict,	
  whether	
  we	
  are	
  directly	
  involved	
  as	
  a	
  party,	
  or	
  hoping	
  to	
  facilitate	
  a	
  dispute,	
  can	
  
be	
  a	
  challenge.	
  
A	
  conflict	
  can	
  also	
  certainly	
  be	
  an	
  opportunity:	
  for	
  communication,	
  for	
  growth,	
  for	
  change.	
  How	
  
effective	
  we	
  are	
  in	
  these	
  potentially	
  volatile	
  situations	
  depends	
  a	
  lot	
  on	
  our	
  own	
  attitude	
  towards	
  
dispute:	
  do	
  we	
  shy	
  away	
  from	
  it,	
  fear	
  it,	
  or	
  relish	
  the	
  occasion?	
  
This	
  one	
  day	
  seminar	
  will	
  explore	
  the	
  basic	
  proposals	
  for	
  understanding	
  conflict,	
  our	
  own	
  
perspectives	
  on	
  the	
  topic,	
  and	
  how	
  to	
  move	
  towards	
  a	
  resolution	
  of	
  a	
  dispute	
  situation.	
  We	
  will	
  
discuss	
  philosophical	
  ideas,	
  psychological	
  insights	
  and	
  practical	
  skills	
  for	
  appreciating	
  and	
  managing	
  
disagreements.	
  The	
  principles	
  introduced	
  are	
  equally	
  applicable	
  to	
  personal,	
  commercial,	
  legal,	
  and	
  
organisational	
  contexts.	
  
Sunday	
  October	
  12,	
  	
  OR	
  December	
  7,	
  2014	
  

These	
  seminars	
  are	
  aimed	
  at	
  psychotherapists,	
  counsellors,	
  mediators,	
  HR	
  management,	
  
community	
  advisors,	
  and	
  anyone	
  interested	
  in	
  the	
  basics	
  skills	
  and	
  premises	
  that	
  are	
  
relevant	
  to	
  working	
  with	
  conflict,	
  and	
  difficult	
  relationships.	
  
Join	
  us	
  for	
  a	
  one	
  day	
  seminar	
  presented	
  by	
  Karen	
  Weixel	
  Dixon	
  and	
  Anne	
  Demontarlot,	
  who	
  
are	
  themselves	
  therapists,	
  mediators	
  and	
  trainers.	
  
	
  The	
  day	
  will	
  include	
  structured	
  discussions,	
  open	
  forum,	
  and	
  some	
  experiential	
  work.	
  

10:00	
  am-‐	
  5:00	
  pm,	
  Sunday,	
  Fee	
  £95.00	
  Central	
  London	
  
Karenweixeldixon@aol.com;	
  anne@demontarlot.com	
  
Tel:	
  07713246108	
  
Visit	
  our	
  website:	
  	
  www.Re-‐solutionpartnership.com	
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HOW SMALL IS
SMALL TALK IN EXISTENTIAL
THERAPY?
BY D I A N A M I T C H E L L
relationships between friends, work colleagues, and new
acquaintances. In particular it helps new acquaintances to
explore and categorize each other’s social positions. Small
talk is closely related to the need for people to maintain
positive face – feel approved – of by those who are listening
to them. It lubricates social interactions in a very flexible
way, although the desired function is often dependent on
the point in the conversation at which the small talk occurs.’

I was sitting with one of my clients and we were talking about
meetings at work and how utterly restrictive and deathly they
often are. My client had noticed that his ‘meeting persona’ was
starting to slip, revealing aspects of himself that he was not sure
he wanted on show. This particular client is a principal lecturer
and a course leader at a London university and has many years
experience of meetings and the culture of meetings under his belt.
He told me how, in the old days, meetings were quite chaotic
and unstructured but everyone seemed to be more open and
involved. The discussion would often go way off topic and there
were moments when they all fell about laughing but that was
tolerated because the meetings were still highly productive.
We laughed when we came up with a picture of people nowadays
getting into their meeting suits of armour and masks before they
came into the meeting room. Once the meeting started an air of
serious formality took over along with a measured way of selfexpression. The masks hid inappropriate meeting feelings and
thoughts, which contributed to a rather guarded and tight
atmosphere. My client’s moment of being the only one to show
more of himself left him with feelings of not fitting in and not
behaving ‘professionally’.
As we finished our session it struck me how important and
freeing those more spontaneous, funny, non-structured moments
could be. These so called ‘small talk’ moments and outbursts of
laughter might actually have played a very important part in the
level of openness and rapport and in the relationship between the
people in those meetings. My client and I looked at how humour
and small talk seemed to bring everyone in the meeting closer
together and how ‘knowing’ through ‘showing’ seemed to help
create a more informal rapport and a more collaborative relationship.
We linked this to what we felt about our therapeutic relationship
and how we were often amazed how our sessions went full circle.
We would notice at the end how our chaotic spontaneous beginnings
often developed into various issues and themes. These themes
sometimes morphed into something quite significant towards the
end of our session and this ‘something’ had already been touched
on at the beginning in our ‘small talk’.
As therapists we are taught not to indulge in, or collude with
our client’s small talk. Self-disclosure is carefully handled when
spoken about by therapists but I bet that if I was a fly on the wall
in many therapy sessions I would experience humour and
spontaneous throw-away remarks about the weather, TV, films,
favourite food along with spontaneous snippets of self-disclosure.
I looked up the various definitions of ‘small talk’ and most
referred to social surface chitchat, but Wikipedia had this to say
about the purpose of small talk:

This definition comes close to my take on some forms of small
talk. I say ‘some forms’ because the small talk in a therapy session
is not happening in Tesco’s or in the dentist’s waiting room. The
context and the relationship between client and therapist will
contribute to the meaning and purpose.
I will return to the therapeutic relationship, but first I would
like to turn to my experience of Personal Professional Development
(PPD) groups; these groups are a requirement on most counselling
and psychotherapy training courses.
It would be interesting to collect views about the PPD groups
from therapists and facilitators, but more importantly, I would
really like to hear what learning, development or change came
directly from the PPD group experience. One of my supervisees
commented on the fact that very little has been written about
existential PPD groups. I await his paper with interest!
My PPD group learning was confirmation that I am who and
how I am in-relation to others, or at least who I imagined others
to be. What I gained from those groups was experiencing myselfin-relation and how my openness or closedness changed, depending
on who was in the group. I cannot say that I gained insight in any
great depth, beyond those ‘in the moment’ insights.
My response to each person in the group was obviously unique.
Who each person was, was of course co-created by me … I would
fill in the gaps with my own assumptions and judgements. I would
also pick up clues about how I imagined I was being judged,
which in turn might open me up or close me down.
I once carried out a little experiment when I was a PPD group
facilitator during one of the many long silences. I looked at every
member of the group in turn and noticed that I responded differently
to each person … I could feel the difference in my body. With
some members of the group I could feel my body relax, with
others I would tighten up, sometimes there was an uncertain
slightly fearful feel or a feeling of pure warmth. I would also
notice how different I felt if I sat on a different chair, so the angle
and distance changed my perception and feelings slightly.
My overall impression was that these groups were restrictive
and they closed down rather than opened up self-expression by
the participants. I had picked up the view that as psychotherapists
in training, we of all people ‘should’ be self reflecting, digging
deep, honest and open with others and ourselves all the time, but
particularly in the PPD group. Looking back I can now see that

In spite of seeming to have little useful purpose, small talk
is a bonding ritual and a strategy for managing interpersonal
distance. It serves many functions in helping to define the
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I assumed that the other group members owned these qualities,
while I was busy trying to catch up and eager to demonstrate that
I too was proper therapist material.
I knew full well that I was also capable of not being selfreflective, skimming along the surface, economical with the truth
or downright dishonest and closed off with others or from myself.
In those days my existential penny had not dropped regarding the
important message that we are all made up of opposites and that
we are all full of contradictions.
One theme that ran though all PPD groups was revisited with
the questions: What is this group for? What is it about? How do
we want it to be? These questions were never answered clearly
but we all discovered and silently knew that indulging in small
talk would not be tolerated. This was seen as far too lightweight,
trivial and most certainly not what a PPD group on a serious
psychotherapy course was for. Small talk was all right for tea
parties or passing the time of day with neighbours. Humour was
sometimes tolerated but that too was seen as a way of hiding or
like small talk avoiding the more serious difficult topics.
We might not have been sure what the PPD group was for, but
we certainly all seemed to know what it was not for!
I am fully aware of how small talk and humour can make it
easier to tip toe into ‘difficult topics’, I do not see it as a personal
trait that needs to be eliminated. It is my response to a certain
person or situation. If it is not negatively judged, but allowed to
happen the results in terms of self-awareness can be surprising,
illuminating and rewarding.
As a PPD group facilitator I was amused to see that the minute
the hour was over everyone would get up, relax, put their coats on
and start talking like ‘normal’ people as they walked out of the
room. In the lunch break I would notice the whole group sitting
around a table in deep conversation together. What were they talking
about … were they indulging in small talk or were they discussing
Heidegger? How I would have liked to make myself invisible and
join them and get to know them outside the PPD group.
I say invisible because as their facilitator I was expected to
assess the students in the group; this was likely to be another
obstacle to openness. I realized that no matter how I tried to
facilitate the group it was the overall context of the group that
called the shots as much as the different views and expectations
of the group members, and of course my relationship with the
people who made up the group.
This started me privately wondering what was wrong with
so-called small talk … I sensed that it seemed all right to be
colluding with my clients, as they talked small. By colluding I
don’t simply mean ‘allowing it to happen’, but actively engaging
in small talk banter.
I noticed that for some clients their way into what was really
bothering them was sometimes via small talk or humour; talking
about themselves in a light hearted, everyday kind of way. I
decided that it was not for me to let them know that this was not
proper client speak. I reminded myself that it was my job to find
a way into their world, rather than for me to show them the way
into the therapy world. There was no right or wrong way to be a
client/person and the last thing I wanted was clients who had
graduated from client school!
My main objective was to try to create a rapport and for us to get
to know each other no matter how they chose to talk with me and
to try to trust in our process and trust that they will tell me, or discover,
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what was really bothering them in their own style and time.
As existential therapists we often refer to the therapeutic
relationship as a ‘real’ relationship in spite of the fact that there
is no such thing as an unreal relationship. All relationships are
real within each context and belief system.
My understanding of this is that the realness comes from how
my client and I engage and talk to each other. This conversation
might at times look like two friends having a chat but at other
times I will switch into my client’s agenda and it might look and
sound more like a therapy session.
I like to think of this as something that happens when I allow
myself to go with the flow without wondering where the
conversation will get us. The topic might very well be a news
story or something that was on the TV the day before.
I view this a bit like a dream because it is full of meaning but
neither I nor the client are clear about what the significance might be.
This ‘idle’ talk is in my experience never a waste of time. It
is at times like a creative process where I start doodling and then
notice that something is taking shape. It is as if the client also
experiences the spontaneity that releases me from trying to behave
like a therapist, but of course I can never know that.
What happens between us might be therapeutic for my client,
for me or for both of us and maybe not be for either of us.
I guess what I am saying is that so-called small talk is no different
from other forms of talk. I try not to assume to know what is
significant while following and hopefully facilitating my client’s
self-expression and a clearer understanding about themselves.
As I write this I cannot help thinking about all of this within
the context of an existential approach where anxiety is accepted
but not artificially induced in order to make something deep
happen. I actually believe that by lowering anxiety a notch or two
in the room the atmosphere can become more open between family,
friends, neighbours, work colleagues and the people we call clients.
I believe that by honouring and often struggling to connect
with the various forms of talk and self-expression is at the heart
o f a t t e m p t i n g t o w o r k p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l l y. Wo r k i n g
phenomenologically is often defined as ‘staying with what is’.
Staying with and respecting small talk might at times play a very
significant part in the overall client-therapist relationship and
enhance my client’s understanding of themselves and their situation.
I sometimes wonder if I would feel more comfortable calling
myself an existential facilitator, rather than a therapist. I am an
involved facilitator who is caught up in a relationship with another
person who is in many ways not that different from myself – we
both struggle with the challenges of living. I try not to wear and
hide behind my ‘therapist mask’. The last thing I want to do is to
distance myself from my clients by assuming I have a better idea
of what our session should look like or how our therapy sessions
should evolve.
Small talk cannot really be understood or judged as a standalone phenomenon. The context of therapy will in some way
inform the so-called small talk. Small talk is full of meaning like
everything else, but while it is happening we can only see the tip
of the iceberg making it seem like ‘small talk’.
Contact: didavmitchell@gmail.com
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Regent’s School of Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy
is a centre of excellence, offering a range of
academic and professional trainings in the fields
of psychotherapy, counselling and counselling
psychology from introductory to PhD level.

Advanced Diploma in
Existential Psychotherapy
Course Leader Jonathan Hall
This two-year part-time advanced training provides a solid grounding
in existential psychotherapy through combined academic, practical and
experiential components. Satisfactory completion of the course leads to
eligibility to apply for UKCP registration as an existential psychotherapist.
Although grounded in philosophy, the ADEP course is principally a
training programme and, as such, the primary focus will be on trainees’
development as qualified practitioners with the knowledge and
understanding of the underlying assumptions and attitudes that broadly
characterise existential psychotherapy.
If interested, there are places available for the January 2014 intake. The
course runs on Tuesdays from 10.00am - 5.00pm. The course will run
on Thursdays for the January 2015 intake.

www.regents.ac.uk/ADEP

Course details and application forms can be downloaded from our website www.regents.
ac.uk/rspp For a prospectus call +44 (0)20 7487 7406 or email spc@regents.ac.uk
The School is a member of and registering organisation with The United Kingdom Council
for Psychotherapy (UKCP). Regent’s School of Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy Regent’s
University London, Inner Circle, Regent’s Park, London, NW1 4NS
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‘MINDFUL COUNSELLING AND
PSYCHOTHERAPY – PRACTISING
MINDFULLY ACROSS APPROACHES
AND ISSUES’ BY MEG BARKER
BY D EVA N G VA I DYA
A search on Amazon for ‘mindfulness therapy’ brings up 75 pages
of book titles on the subject. You’d be forgiven for thinking that
by now the topic will have been exhausted, the book market
saturated. However, Meg Barker’s Mindful Counselling and
Psychotherapy – Practising Mindfully Across Approaches and
Issues is a fresh and innovative addition. It offers exciting
possibilities for mindfulness practice and leaves me thinking that
psychotherapy today is very far from even having begun seriously
to harvest the potential benefits of mindfulness; both for clients
and for practitioners. Barker has researched the topic extensively,
and she is clearly writing from personal experience. This is an
invaluable, resource-packed, handbook.
After introducing the term, Barker draws from three sources
to elaborate on mindfulness: Buddhism, Therapy and Science.
The book has two parts: the four chapters in Part 1 take us through
each of the three sources. Chapters in the second part focus on
the application of mindfulness to specific conditions – depression,
anxiety, addiction, psychosis, body-related problems, and
relationship difficulties. The clinical vignettes illustrate how some
of the most trenchant difficulties in a client’s life can be responded
to in therapy with creative use of mindfulness.
Mindfulness has Buddhist origins and throughout this book
Barker refers to precepts and practices from a range of Buddhist
traditions. Her affection for these spiritual disciplines is infectious.
There is no abstract metaphysics or bland transcendentalism here.
Rooted in centuries-old meditation practices in the East, the wisdom
of mindfulness is explained in terms of embodiment and insight.
‘Through cultivating our ability to bear difficult feelings in an open
mind, we become a larger container’ for these feelings (p40). We
come across interesting distinctions: mindfulness as ‘st`ate’ vs.
‘trait’, and (subjective) ‘reality’ vs. (objective) ‘validity’. Barker
may be on relatively under-charted territory for psychotherapy, but
empirically she is on solid ground. Psychologists and neuroscientists
have recently converged on mindfulness for studying its impact on
wellbeing, emotions, behaviour, and brain function. The findings
are encouraging, to say the least (Ch. 4, pp69-84).
The author avoids closing in on a single definition of
mindfulness; instead she offers several ways of construing the
meaning of the term. It implies a spacious expansion of bodily
awareness to include all that arises in the perceptual and experiential
field. A range of mindfulness-based practices is discussed, and
their applicability to different therapeutic scenarios illustrated.
The gist of all mindfulness practice seems to be that it is not so
much a matter of ‘doing’, but ‘being’, or rather ‘being with’, the
lived experience. The prime concern is not with concentrating

one’s cognitive efforts, and willing one self into or out of particular
‘mental states’ in pursuit of desired goals. It implies an attitude
of radical receptivity to the experiential phenomena.
Barker raises a crucial point at the beginning: ‘Is mindfulness
an individual, mental activity, or might it raise wider implications
for us as social and embodied beings?’ (p8). This is an invitation
to include the intra-personal and inter-personal dimensions of
every human experience, and bring these within the broad ambit
of one’s non-defensive, receptive, awareness. This is a tall order,
sure, but it also indicates the vast potential of mindfulness where
subject-object duality begins to dissolve. The therapeutic
implications of such a practice are immense. It is far more than
finding a solution to a problem. It is discovering a way of being
that is available to all human beings in all walks of life, for
creating, if I may put it that way, a very different kind of world
for ourselves and for others.
The book reminds us how craving and aversion are fundamental
tendencies in human beings. The importance of not reducing
mindfulness to a method of adapting oneself to pre-existing norms
of ‘healthy’ or ‘normal’ is highlighted. Strategies to bypass difficult
feelings, such as those related to depression or sexuality or
relationships, can only exacerbate suffering. We can never leap
out of the socio-cultural context, clutching our ‘personal suffering’,
and retreat into an inner sanctum for working things out in isolation.
I was reminded of Krishnamurti who said: ‘ You are the world,
and the world is you.’ Heidegger’s Dasein is equally resonant, as
indeed is Carl Rogers’ formulation of the ‘six conditions’ that
influence the actualising tendency, incongruence, and organismic
valuing process, as well as any text on inter-subjectivity.
The main weakness of the book is in the integration of
mindfulness with other established therapies. I would have liked
to see a more elaborate and rigorous attempt in this area. As it
stands, it appears that mindfulness brings something new that is
at odds with the existing modalities. Barker may have missed an
opportunity here. I think that the practice of any therapy can
considerably improve with the inclusion of the therapist’s
mindfulness. This is not to say that a psychodynamic therapist,
an existential / humanistic therapist, and a CBT therapist, will
work identically when working with mindfulness. On the contrary,
their mindfulness might show each of them working more
distinctively in accordance with their native methodologies. For
instance, a mindfulness-practising psychoanalytic psychotherapist
might display a highly refined quality of ‘free-floating, evenly
hovering attention’, remain sensitively attuned for longer periods
to the dynamics of transference and counter-transference or the
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‘MINDFUL COUNSELLING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY – PRACTISING
MINDFULLY ACROSS APPROACHES AND ISSUES’ BY MEG BARKER
CONTINUED
‘analytic third’, and offer timely, empathic interpretations in a
way that the client can receive them non-defensively.
The book also appears to claim that a therapist of any orientation
could borrow freely from the mindfulness methods tool-kit. This,
to me, can be problematical for it potentially leads to a kind of
eclecticism that can sometimes be confusing for the client.
Significant variations in ‘method’ from one session to the next
may not suit every client. A crucial point of therapists’ mindfulness
to remain attuned to clients’ frame of reference might have been
made more strongly. Similarly, teaching mindfulness to clients
arguably compromises non-directivity of practice. It is however
perfect for clients who ask for it, or are ‘up for it’. Teaching
mindfulness is also process-directive; which is not the same as
being behaviour-directive, goal-directive, meaning-directive, or
feeling-directive. The most non-directive family of therapies – the
person-centred approach – includes Focusing within it precisely
for this reason. The aim is to deepen the capacity in clients for
embodying experience moment-to-moment, sustaining it in
awareness, and responding in its acknowledgement. Actively
encouraging clients to practice mindfulness is therefore an ethical
practice since it fosters client authenticity and autonomy.
For example, through the case study of ‘Louis’ (pp160-162),
a man who frequently uses pornography (the term ‘porn addict’
is sensitively avoided), Barker suggests encouraging the client to
engage more deeply with it, suggest how to become more attentive
to the material than casually flick from image to image, and then
learning to pay attention to his feelings. This of course implies
that the therapist is able to remain fully present in a conversation
that is prone to give rise to feelings of shame, disgust, anxiety
and such like. Without the non-defensive, unconditional receptivity
of the therapist, the dialogue could quite easily rupture by the

force of any of the above emotions in one or both of them.
The chapter concludes with a paragraph that captures the
fundamental ethos of mindfulness practice:
…a mindful approach to the body involves taking a nondualistic bio-psycho-social perspective that includes
understanding of the sociocultural context, individual
meanings, and physical experiences, and how these are
interwoven.
(p162)
The merit of any practice handbook lies in its ability to allow the
reader to seamlessly move between formulations of theory and
practice. Barker does a commendable job in this. She is an empathic
writer. The structure and format, including numerous text boxes,
‘pauses for reflection’, graphics, vignettes, and a treasure of excellent
references, make this book easy to flick through, and dive in and out
for specific bits; and its easy to read cover-to-cover.
Barker has produced an excellent compendium on an important
– even revolutionary – subject. The book is well devised in its
scope; its language is clear and simple, conveying friendliness
towards the reader. This is Barker’s forte. Virtually everything
sentence she has written reads like she has the individual reader
in mind with whom she wishes to relate with genuineness. At
various places we are invited to reflect, listen to our own response
to what has been said, to voice our thoughts and feelings.
Requiring no erudite interpretations, or wading through chunky
philosophical constructs, and without theological, scientific, or
psychological ‘vapour-ware’, this book on mindfulness is indeed
written with mindfulness.
Contact: dev.vaidya@btopenworld.com

WE EXIST AND SO…
BY DAV I D B R A Z I E R

We exist. Even if, in some profound or philosophical manner
this simple assertion were to be false, the fact remains that we
carry on as if it were true. First, we exist. Existing, we act.
Although we can, perhaps, establish some logical priority between
these two, they are indistinguishable in fact. To be is to act and
to act is to be. We can assert that we should act more and be
less, or be more and act less, and these statements make some
linguistic sense, but fundamentally, acting and being are totally
congruent states.
We exist, we act, and we try to make sense. The meanings we
make may be various. They are creations. They are our creations,
but they also have a quality that is not of ourselves. They are part

construction and part discovery. They purport to be discovery in
that they speak to us of something more enduring than ephemeral.
It is surely this enduring quality that we crave. We seek a structure
of meaning that endures by which to navigate that part of our life
over which we have a tenuous control.
There is no simple verb in English for the activity of making
sense or creating meaning. We could say, we understand, but the
word carries some appearance of a guarantee of validity, whereas
the meanings that we actually make are less securely grounded.
The urge to ground them more firmly springs eternal and we thus
give rise to meta-meanings that seem to offer some validation to
lesser ones. Science and religion are such. However, none of these
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are actually any more firmly grounded than experience itself.
Absolute truth may be there but we grasp at it vainly.
Now, we have mentioned that terrible word, experience in
which lies enough demons to give us a lifetime of nightmares.
Experience is a means of knowing. It is to know through the path
of experimentation with one’s own being, one’s personal
participation, one’s entering into the maelstrom of life in some
form or aspect or other. Thus, consciously or inadvertantly, we
become committed, and, in and through, our commitments we
give rise to the essence of our life.
The triumvirate of existing, acting and making sense are, from
what we could call a phenomenological perspective, the three
main dimensions of our being. There! We have just performed
the basic act of introducing a meta-level meaning in order to give
the illusion of greater certainty to our basic axioms. From a
phenomenological perspective, being, doing and understanding
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are most important, yet by a ‘phenomenological perspective’ we
actually mean nothing more than one that asserts these three. The
statement appears to add something, but it is slight of hand, mere
tautology. Yet it is by means of such tautologies that we give
ourselves a sense of security in this uncertain world.
Can I even say, ‘this uncertain world’? It is uncertain to us,
from our perspective, in our experience. Whether it is certain in
itself, guided by eternal principles, enduring, rational, solid from
its own side, we do not know. Mostly we act as though we implicitly
believe that it is. Sometimes we think in a more magical way, but
even that relies upon an assumption of some reliable power. To
truly believe in an orderless universe seems to be beyond our
ability. Thus we all have implicit faith. We exist, we act, we make
meaning, we have faith. Between these four at least unfolds a
dynamic that is the drama of all of our life.
Contact: dharmavidya@amidatrust.com

THE ARRANGEMENT OF DREAMS
BY C H A R L OTT E H E C K S C H E R

This is what happens every night. Objects are arranged and
rearranged. On various sets, perhaps simultaneously, actors
deliver their lines in different ways, sometimes making up new
lines. Scenes are rehearsed out of order. Sometimes, I myself
restart a scene based on new specifications – I want to be young,
say, or have the leading man look more like Javier Bardem – but
mostly scenes play out against my will and I have no choice but
to endure them.
I’ve never talked to anyone about this. Every night our dreams
are under construction, but it’s not what we had supposed. The
meaningless, random firing of neurons? Nah. A little taste of the
collective unconscious? Doubt it. A message in a bottle? Yes,
maybe something like an SOS or an answer. But who sends the
message and why so cryptic?
I stumbled onto my dream construction site by accident, when
a car alarm startled me awake in the middle of the night. When I
woke up, I recalled the dream and its construction simultaneously.
Like a director who has spliced and edited, I had the finished
product before me - the story I could smoothly narrate, with a
plot, beginning, middle, and end - but I was also able to recall
the messy attempts that had taken place completely out of sequence,
not intended for a viewing audience. It was like a really bad first
draft. I woke up feeling that something had gone wrong: I saw
what had never been intended for my eyes.
At first I thought, ‘How interesting, this may be a great discovery
in the science of dreams, or…maybe no one will believe me and
I’ll get locked up.’
My fascination was replaced by deep unease.
It might be fine if I were a Buddhist, always ready to accept the
concept of no-self, to awaken to my new role as voyeur to the hidden
machinations of my psyche. But how do I rid myself of that nagging
sense that an intruder is afoot – and who am I now, the intruder or the

other guy? We enter our private boudoir and sense something amiss,
but find everything in its place and untouched. Except the window
has been pried open and the curtains billow.
Like all of us, I have plenty of other, more practical matters on
my mind, problems to solve, dire situations over which I have long
since lost the illusion of control. No wonder we have nightmares.
No wonder we send out an SOS now and then.
I don’t want to waste our time questioning whether this is, in
fact, how memory works. That leads to no place of comfort, just
wormholes, time travel, and parallel universes. But still, we all
secretly agree that we construct meaning out of chaos on a daily
basis and rewrite endings to suit our fancy. What if we construct
reality according to the whims and ideals of someone else – some
petty director who hides behind his work?
By the time The Wizard of Oz mutters, ‘Pay no attention to
that man behind the curtain’ we no longer believe the lie. And
though we’ve never been formally introduced, I am already
convinced my petty director bears a striking resemblance to Danny
DeVito. Who the hell made that up? Me or him?
Maybe I’m the stranger. Science would back me up; if all of
our cells are renewed every 7-10 years, than I’m really not who
I was, and neither are you.
I haven’t blundered onto the dream set lately, but I do feel like
maybe I’ve been dreaming someone else’s dreams.
For example, last night I drove at breakneck speed to catch the
ferry to Martha’s Vineyard – my familiar island dream oasis – but
then it’s like I just drive right onto someone else’s dream set.
Instead of parking on the stand-by line at the Steamship
Authority in Woods Hole, I pull up to onto a patch of dead grass
that reaches out to all horizons. I’m parked between pick-up trucks
near some cowboys who are kicking up the dust with their boots
cause the rodeo’s been canceled. They’re pissed off.
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THE ARRANGEMENT OF DREAMS
CONTINUED
Meanwhile, I can’t start my car, so I get out to take pictures
of the lifesaver that’s mounted in a glass box directly in front of
me like a work of art. In case of emergency, break glass . The
lifesaver is imprinted with a single word and I want to remember
it, so I take picture after picture, but each image is blurry. When
I wake up I’m annoyed that I can’t remember the word. Pissed
that I didn’t break the glass.
I post the dream as a Facebook status and wait for my petty
director to reveal himself, but no one steps forward.

Later on, when I remember the word, I’m too ashamed
to post it.
In fancy, embroidered script, the word Love decorates the top
right edge of the lifesaver. It reminds me of the old sitcom ‘Laverne
& Shirley’, how all of Laverne’s outfits had a kitschy ‘L’
embroidered above her left boob, over her heart.
Love saves us . Like it or not, I couldn’t have said it
better myself.
Contact: charlotte.heckscher@gmail.com

DEATH?
BY J O H N R OWA N
I have just finished reading the book Mystic Chemist by Hagenback
and Werthmuller, which is all about Albert Hofmann, the discoverer
of LSD. It seems very clear that anyone who takes LDS in a
serious way cannot believe that death is the end. We are ust not
the kinds of beings that come to an end.
This is of course the view of most mystics. The ego may come
to an end, but we are not just our egos. In fact, to identify with
our egos is a big mistake. One of the clearest writers in this area
is Ken Wilber, who draws from many different traditions to urge
that there are many different levels of consciousness, and that at
the ‘upper-end’ the whole idea of a private, personal ego goes out
of the window, and phrases like ‘one with the Universe’ and
‘limitless Being’ seem to be more accurate. In fact, various
traditions seem to be agreed that letting go of the ego is one of
the most important moves in the pursuit of spiritual reality. As
Andreas Silesius put it long ago – ‘First find thyself, thou’rt half
the way to God; now lose thyself, then all the way is trod’.
The thing is, what comes across from this book, that LSD can

give you an actual experience of this state of mind – in other
words, it can take you into the mystical realm: you can have a
temporary experience, a glimpse, an insight, into the wide world
of spiritual consciousness. And in this world there are no boundaries.
There is no ego. There are no limits – just a huge openness. You
know there are no barriers between you and the infinite. The
‘skin-encapsulated ego’ is not the final reality. And once you have
had this experience, you cannot believe that death is the end. Your
eyes may have been opened; your soul has been set free.
And after this you cannot still hold the belief that death is the
end. The doctrines of Becker, of Yalom, of some other existentialists
and secularists, that death is the end, and that any other view can
only be a psychological defence mechanism, is both boring and
dogmatic. No one has the right to impose such a belief on the
other existentialists, who have no such need for a limit. There is
no place in existentialism for such dogma.
Contact: JohnRowan@aol.com

EXISTENTIAL ANALYSIS –
NOW RECRUITING!
BY H E L E N ACT O N
After three years I am about to step down from my role as Peer
Review Co-ordinator for Existential Analysis, the SEA’s journal
published internationally twice a year. When Greg Madison, who
co-edits the journal along with Simon du Plock, asked me to take

on the work three summers ago, it didn’t take long for me to say yes.
I had the previous year moved to Cambridge after many years in
London and, having discovered to my surprise that I seemed to be
the only existential therapist in Cambridge, I was feeling a little out
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on a limb. The experience of finding oneself spewed out into the
world at the end of Regents’ ADEP (as I had been 18 months before)
can be an isolating one, and the role appeared to offer an unusual
opportunity for me to stay in touch with my existential mothership.
Not only that, but the journal had been an invaluable resource for
me as both trainee and qualified therapist, and had (as I saw it)
supported me by publishing both of my ADEP papers, and this was
a chance to support it back. Plus think of the CPD hours, I was told!
The Journal team is a small but dedicated, supportive and
hardworking one. Consisting of the two Co-Editors mentioned
above, together with myself, Martin Adams who deals with Book
Reviews and Marketing, and Katrina Pitts who works on Production,
the team meets in person twice a year (busy and conflicting
schedules allowing) and is in constant email contact.
The role of Peer Review Co-ordinator is an intensive one
administratively. Each and every paper that is submitted for
publication in the journal – we receive submissions from all over
the world – is anonymised and sent out for review by two of our
Reader Panel. The Reader Panel itself currently consists of several
members of our esteemed Editorial Board along with many existential
therapists and thinkers who have themselves been published in the
Journal and whose judgement we trust. These Readers are asked
to rate the papers I send to them for seven aspects of the writing:
Significance of Topic, Contribution to Knowledge, Coverage of
Literature, Clarity of Presentation, Quality of Writing (English,
grammar etc), Validity of Conclusions, and Likely Reader Interest.
They are asked to provide up to a page of feedback for the author,
and finally to come to an overall recommendation for us, from a
choice of: ‘Accept in present form’, ‘Accept conditionally: Needs
minor revisions’, ‘Has worth: Suggest more substantial revision’,
‘Reject: Definitely not publishable’ or ‘Inappropriate for Existential
Analysis’. As Review Co-ordinator, I will then anonomyse all of
that and return both sets of feedback to the author. Chances are that
this will lead on to a series of requests for revisions, perhaps to an
adjudication by one of the Co-Editors and, hopefully, in the majority
of cases, to eventual publication. It’s a complex and time-consuming
process and one which can inevitably lead to frustrated authors
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when feedback seems slow in being forthcoming; my role certainly
calls for diplomacy from time to time.
And let me be honest - the role itself is not without its frustrations!
Whilst some of my Reader Panel are wonderfully committed to the
work they signed up to, others are not. Every effort is made to
match up papers I receive with the interests of the Readers, but still
all too often a Reader will decline my request to read a paper. Busy
schedules are of course cited more often than not, though it never
ceases to amaze me just how ready and willing the biggest (and
perhaps busiest?) names in our profession are to read papers for
me and return them ahead of the requested time – a stark contrast
to some. Juggling many papers at various stages of the process at
once, I may well be found ranting at my laptop when a Reader takes
many weeks even to let me know that they are too busy to read the
paper I have sent them, sending me back to square one, with much
time lost and quite possibly an impatient author to placate. But
steps are currently being taken to refine the Panel and streamline
the review process, as a result of which I hope that the role my
successor will inherit should be a considerably less frustrating one.
Such challenges aside, the role of Peer Review Co-ordinator not
only presents a gratifying contrast with client work for anyone with
administrative or managerial inclinations and an interest in the
academic side of our field, but it also offers an extremely rewarding
sense of being connected and involved – of being in personal contact
with almost every big name you can think of in our profession – and
of making a real contribution. It seems to me that the SEA is only
as good as its members. It’s not infrequent that one hears rumblings
of complaint that for us it is a rather too quiet and invisible presence,
and one of many responses I might have to that is to urge members
to get involved, in any way they can.
So if you think the person we’re seeking to replace me might
be you (or more than one of you – a job share will be considered)
– someone genuinely strong on communication and organisation
who would enjoy a real sense that they’re doing their bit – please
do get in touch with Greg Madison (info@gregmadison.net) or
Simon du Plock (simon.crussol@btinternet.com).
And just think of the CPD hours!

P O E M

EXISTENTIAL THERAPIST
BY M E H RS H A D A RS H A D I
Up this hill, is the house of my unique friend.
Every Thursday at 2 pm sharp,
I have his company for 50 minutes.
To find his address,
Take a long journey on a crowded bus,
Hop off at the stop of Green Miles
Then strike the Mount Pleasant, uphill road
Turn at the Temptation valley,
Take your breath over the Suspension bridge,
Next to the House of God,

Wait for him behind the blue door.
In a minute or two, he welcomes you
With his green eyes, greener than the God’s gown
Then 50 minutes talk about love and Zarathustra.
I’m coming down the hill thinking,
How many green eyes in this world,
Can give you this sense of being you!

Contact: mehrshad_ar@yahoo.com
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WALKING ON HELL, GAZING
AT FLOWERS: AN EXISTENTIAL
VIEW OF ‘MINDFULNESS’
BY M A N U BA Z Z A N O
and the sadness of this realization, in order to find the inspiration
for a meaningful existence.
Cultivation of mindfulness then implies a dynamic recollection
of a ‘naked truth, terrifying to behold’ (Chöpel, 2009: p47). This
can work as antidote to my own penchant for self-gratification
and self-pity. These are often the trademarks of the unexamined
life as a spectator in search of diversions – someone who like
myself is very keen to learn by rote the vocabulary of existential
philosophy and mindfulness, in the hope that this knowledge will
shield me from the certainty of my death and the uncertainty of
the time of its occurrence.
Never forget, Issa says: countless Buddhas across the ages
invite us to remember what is worth remembering. If Dharma
practice were an art (a craft), it could not be narcotic art, a
Wagnerian call to deep slumber in the service of the nirvana
principle (Freud, 1990) or indeed of the death instinct, i.e. of the
wish to numb our experience in order to expunge pain (obliterating
our humanity in the process). It would have to be affirmative art
(Bazzano, 2006), part of a broad culture of awakening (Batchelor,
1995), encouraging us to take that primary vital step of conscious
resolve – a step which may turn our passivity with regards to an
inescapable fate into active acceptance of our pliable destiny
(Bollas, 1987).

Never forget:
We walk on hell,
Gazing at flowers
(Issa)

Ordained to praise
This morning I went out early. It was sunny at last after many
days of rain. The florist at the corner was sweeping the ground
outside his kiosk. The waitress from the Cafe across the street
stepped out to greet him loudly and cheerfully. He responded
heartily and then resumed sweeping. I felt a surge of joy,
unexpectedly moved by this average yet incomparable morning.
Then joy turned to sadness. I thought of my friend Mark, who
died only two weeks ago, whose funeral I attended last week, and
who did not wake up to this new morning.
In the midst of life, rolling on towards death, there are flowers;
there is beauty. Wayward and tentative our steps may be – our
youth fleeting, our life full of mirages. By becoming an old man
I may be nothing more than ‘a paltry thing, a tattered coat on a
stick’ (Yeats, 1991: p239). Still this evanescent world calls for
our praise.
Maybe we are here to speak, to give a name to things and praise
them. Like the poet, the Dharma1 apprentice is ordained to praise
this ephemeral world. She is exhorted to go past the all-too-familiar
resentment which is our common rejoinder to the uncertainty of
life. Some have argued that therapy and religion are born out of
this basic resentment. If so, one is then obliged to ask: what would
a religious practice or a therapeutic orientation be like that is not
founded on resentment? Issa’s ‘gazing at flowers’ provides us
with more than a hint: exposed to the ever-present reality of death
in the midst of life, he asks us to sing the praises of this transient
and often deeply unjust world.
‘Praise’ does not necessarily mean positive thinking or positive
psychology — least of all contractual or guilt-ridden obligation
to gratefulness. It denotes instead contemplation and appreciation
of the mystery of things and the articulation of one’s own unique
response to that realization.

Embodied Dharma practice
There are forty things worth remembering, the Buddha says in
his Discourse on the Foundation of Mindfulness (Thera, 2010).
Top of the list are the certainty of death and the uncertainty of
the time of its occurrence. What is worth remembering is that this
mysterious, dazzling and tumultuous life – this life we fear and
cherish – blooms right into the arms of death. Similarly, the great
Tibetan poet and scholar Gendun Chöpel tells us that ‘the wealth
of the world is mist on the mountain pass’. Our closest friends
are but ‘guests on market day’; our ‘uncertain joys and sorrows’
akin to ‘last night’s dream’ (Chöpel, 2009: p73).
Dharma practitioners of all persuasions call this state of affairs
‘impermanence’. Mindfulness is first and foremost mindfulness
of impermanence . It is tempting to liken this awareness to a
melancholy insight, a sentiment, a mood even – but that would
be inaccurate. Instead, we are asked to acquire a simple yet
profound sensibility, and to allow this sensibility to affect us to
the core. What we then may come to perceive in the heart of life
is the delicate and pitiless work of death. We notice flux and
transformation; we feel the very current of ‘living-and-dying’
(shōji – one word in the Zen tradition, not two, denoting two sides
of the same coin).
This unflinching gaze on the essentially tragic nature of human
existence singles out Dharma teachings from the glistening
platitudes of the New Age, from the otherworldly ambience of
various ‘transpersonal’ approaches to psychology and spirituality,

Of the Dharma as affirmative art
The Dharma practitioner gazes at the flowers. She does not berate
the world for its transience and imperfection. At the same time,
she does not forget that we all walk on hell: this very ground we
leisurely stroll on is the roof of the underworld, a chthonic soil
peopled by innumerable dead. ‘Walking mindfully’ then cannot
but mean walking on the frayed bones and the scattered ashes of
those who came before us. It is only a matter of time until we will
join them. We need to travel – or so it seems – through the horror
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and from the remedial array of positivist techniques now in vogue.
Often confused with one or all of the above, what I call Embodied
Dharma Practice steers an altogether different course: it is a path
away from consolation and towards a deeper appreciation of life.
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truly alive’. At the same time, he had somehow compartmentalized
the experience and was not entirely comfortable exploring its
fuller meaning for fear that it would ‘spill over’ into his everyday
existence and disrupt it. I discussed with my supervisor whether
Jim’s behaviour could be seen as compulsive and its possible
roots traceable in earlier narcissistic damage. Was he consciously
or unconsciously choosing to anaesthetise the resulting pain? Jim
and I tried to explore in more details the two facets of his life. If
anything, his ‘wild guy’ persona seemed to be endowed with a
little more ‘soul’, human vulnerability and genuineness than the
‘good guy’ could ever muster. The latter seemed to be strangely
contrived and partly governed by a strong need for security and
emotional stability. We traced this back to his parents’ separation
during early adolescence, a time of upheaval and uncertainty.
It emerged that both the ‘wild guy’ and the ‘good guy’ were
dominant players in Jim’s life, yet strangely failing to put him in
touch with himself. The challenge was for me to hold up both
aspects without implying, suggesting, or moving ahead of his own
process. The positive outcome was that to a certain extent he
managed to do the same – holding both aspects – rather than trying
to eradicate one and bolster the other. He also began to see
meditation as being with the dilemma rather than using it as a
prescriptive tool in the service of a pre-existing agenda.
I choose this brief outline of my work with Jim because (it is?)
exemplary of clients who practice meditation as a way of exerting
control over their emotions and affects in the pursuit of the ‘good
life’. The depth and breadth of questions raised is beyond the
scope of this chapter, but I will outline some of the implications
of this search for the good life in relation to mindfulness and
meditation.

Sex, drugs, and the human soul
My client Jim is a keen meditator and a yoga practitioner who
regularly attends intensive retreats. He came to therapy because
he wanted to get his life ‘sorted out’, as he said on our very first
meeting. His successful career as a freelance designer allowed
him the freedom to be creative and gained him the respect of his
clients and colleagues. He is in his mid-thirties, and married an
old friend from his University days.
His reason for coming to therapy was that he had felt his
commitment to married life dwindle. He missed his former life of
parties and brief romances, and a couple of times since his marriage,
two and a half years ago, he had what he called ‘a fling’. These
episodes were accompanied by what he described as his ‘old habits’:
drinking coffee and alcohol, and occasionally smoking marijuana.
Although the amount he drank and smoked was small, he felt this
was a problem because it ushered in what he called the ‘wild guy’.
He was also concerned that the ‘wild guy’ was fighting a battle
with the ‘good guy’ in him. The latter would come to the fore during
periods of meditation and yoga. He found it hard to meditate and
do yoga regularly, but tended to go through intensive bouts which
he described as ‘cleansing’. At these times his body felt stronger,
his mind clearer, and he would then renew his objective to be faithful
to his wife, especially in view of the fact that they were planning
to have children, given that, as his wife had said to him, ‘the clock
was ticking’. The desire to have children was more hers than his,
though he felt he went along with it in the hope that becoming a
father would help him acquire greater stability.
My own familiarity with meditation had been a deciding factor
in him seeking me out. He expressed the hope that therapy would
help tighten his ‘control over unruly behaviour’ which meditation
and yoga had intermittently initiated. He also anticipated that I could
give him advice in terms of meditation techniques. I wanted to honour
his aspirations yet felt ambivalent, and told him so. As a therapist, I
see my task as separate from that of a meditation facilitator. If someone
comes to me for therapy, I respond as a therapist and refrain from
being caught up in a dual role. The very notion of a ‘Buddhist therapist’
or even a ‘mindfulness therapist’ strikes me as odd. My aspiration
is to be present and receptive enough to the therapeutic encounter to
allow a meditative quality to be there unaided (and even undetected)
for the benefit of the client. Were I to do anything more, it would
strike me as prescriptive and even patronising, as a dramatic shift
from the delicate responsibility as therapist to the role of ‘secular
priest’ and ‘spiritual advisor’.
For these reasons, I did not feel compelled to interfere with
Jim’s meditation practice (although we did compare notes on a
couple of occasions). Instead, I focused on exploring his dilemma
with him. I also wanted somehow to honour, in spite of my
perplexity in the matter, his aspiration to live a ‘good life’, as he
put it, and to become more of a ‘good guy’.
The mutual affection with his wife had taken on brother-sister
characteristics. He felt that his relationship with her lacked the
intensity and freedom he had experienced during the last of his
flings – in his own words ‘a very passionate, meaningful event
... [which] opened me up to a parallel world ... it made me feel

Mindfulness and ‘the good life’
There are two ways of understanding eudaimonia, the good life, in
the western tradition. One, going back to Aristotle, interprets it as
‘the virtuous life’, clearly demarcating virtue from vice, a good deed
from a bad one. A good life or a happy life (eudaimonia is often
translated as ‘happiness’) is a virtuous life. An aberrant yet not entirely
incongruous development of this perspective is the contemporary
belief in ‘bio-morality’ (Zupancic, 2012; Bazzano, 2013c). What is
bio-morality? Let me answer with the following example.
When still a trainee psychotherapist, I worked for a year as a
volunteer in the Renal Unit of a major London hospital and also
did a brief stint in Palliative Care. I remember it to this day as
one of the most challenging jobs I’ve ever done. The greatest
difficulty was not dealing with my general sense of inadequacy
in the face of great distress, but the patients’ deeply-held belief
that their plight was due to having done something wrong. I can
still hear my placement supervisor’s mantra: ‘Bad things can
happen to good people’.
It is likewise common, in my experience, for people diagnosed
with cancer to react with guilt and shame and for their acquaintances
and loved ones to link illness to various degree of wrongdoing – if
not bad karma, at least bad diet. Thus the ‘virtuous life’ is held up
to a dutiful ideal – with deleterious results. Bio-morality means
attributing physical illness and mental distress to moral shortcomings.
The other way to understand eudaimonia is to remember the
daimon in eudaimonia – to listen to one’s daimon (often confused
with ‘demon’, in itself an intriguing Christian mis-translation).
The presence of the daimon in psychic life goes back to the
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WALKING ON HELL, GAZING AT FLOWERS
CONTINUED
pre-Socratics and to the Greek tragedians and it is famously
mentioned by Socrates, whose wisdom is guided by the ‘inner’
voice of his own daimon. From the notion of the daimon, Rollo
May (1969), echoed more recently by some contemporary
practitioners (Spinelli, 2007; Bazzano, 2011 among others) has
developed the hypothesis of the daimonic, which he describes as
‘any natural function which has the power to take over the whole
person’ (May, 1969: p123). Incidentally, May’s description of the
daimonic as an ‘ archetypal function of human experience – an
existential reality’ (Ibid, my emphasis) cuts through the old Platonic
(and Jungian) division between archetypes and existence. For
May, being possessed by daimonic energies leads one to psychosis;
chastising them, however leads one to the anti-daimonic, which
for him is another word for apathy, or absence of pathos. Could
a reductive use of mindfulness do just that?
I studied Eastern thought and practiced meditation for the last
thirty three years, all the while cherishing the belief that the
Buddha’s teachings do not denigrate, but affirm life. I have acquired
a habit along the way of applying a ‘life-denigrating detector’ to
any philosophy, psychology and religious practice I happen to
stumble upon. The inspiration is Nietzsche, who was in turn
inspired by Heraclitus. They both belong to an unbroken tradition
– which I call, borrowing from Madison (1981), ‘the countertradition’ – which submits any system of thought or philosophical
practice to a few salient questions: Does it affirm life in all its
imperfection, complexity and contradiction? Or does it look down
on it, averting its gaze and directing it towards a metaphysical
ideal? Does it affirm becoming, or does it privilege being? Does
it affirm experience, inviting us to learn from its unfolding? Or
does it postulate instead the existence of doctrines to which
experience is subjugated? Does it embrace the humble joys and
sorrows of ordinary, embodied human beings? Or does it disdain
them as imperfect, sinful, and (a favourite word in mindfulness
literature) ‘unwholesome’?
The question of life-affirmation vs. life denigration is central
to mindfulness, a practice which (openly or covertly) amply draws
on Buddhism. Is mindfulness life-affirming or life-denying? In
contemporary Buddhist discourse, the question does come into
view but disguised somewhat, as a more apparent conflict between
religious and secular Buddhism.

Appreciation is not passive acceptance of the status quo. It is
not complacency. There is always room for improvement, for gaining
greater freedom from hindrances, compulsions and obfuscations
– for understanding that these are often self-created. It is more
helpful, however, if this is done from a stance of self-compassion
rather than self-punishment. To reduce Dharma practice to selfimprovement is to shrink its scope to one of its possible ‘side-effects’.
Appreciating one’s life means starting from a compassionate, ironic
and active acceptance of self and others. This is not ‘Buddhist
resignation’ but acknowledgement of the contradictions inherent
in being human. The opposite stance is one of disdain, of looking
down at our all too-human existence in the name of transcendental
and religious ideals or in the name of equally lofty secular ideals.
In this regard, both religious and secular Buddhism agree, even
though they speak a different language.
Religious Buddhism will often juxtapose a samsaric world of
greed, ignorance and hatred to a nirvanic pure land, a static realm
or an equally static ‘enlightened’ mental plateau.
Secular Buddhism will repeat the ‘English mistake’ attributed
by Nietzsche to George Eliot: doing away with religious
paraphernalia yet obligingly preserve its life-denying moral
apparatus. It might well be that the way out of this impasse is for
Buddhist practitioners to learn the lessons of contemporary ethics,
which are alert to the need for a non-metaphysical, situational
and essentially radical response to otherness.
In both religious and secular Buddhism, the human condition
is subjected to subtle or not so subtle condemnation. Religious
Buddhism will have you prostrate in front of an altar. Secular
Buddhism will send you on an eight-week stress-reduction
mindfulness programme. One will have you accumulate merit in
a make-believe karmic bank account in view of more favourable
incarnations in the future. The other will encourage you to give
up powerful emotions and set the goal of tranquillity, leaving your
very humanity at the door before entering the newly sterilized
temple of ‘mindful living’.

McMindfulness and double-entry
book-keeping
To conceive of individual liberation (or at least of greater freedom
from distress) within a socio-political context that is far from
liberated only reinforces the notion of the individual as an isolated
body-mind unit. It confirms a misleading notion of meditation
practice as personal salvation. What is more, by attempting to
sever the indissoluble link between individual and societal malaise,
it corroborates the view of contemplative practices as opiates, as
ways to divert one’s attention from historical and political
contingencies in order to pursue a path of private deliverance. It
also de-contextualizes meditation: for centuries Buddhist meditation
has been practised communally, embedded as it was in a cultural
and religious milieu.
I am not advocating the preservation of the cultural and ritualistic
trappings inevitably inhabited by the Dharma in its nomadic journeying
through centuries and continents, but instead defending the
quintessentially collective aspect of meditation practice. A private
and technical conception of Dharma practice reflects the notion of

An appreciation of life
I still believe that an active acceptance of the human condition
runs through the Buddhist tradition. Taizan Maezumi (2001) often
described the essence of Zen practice as appreciating one’s life,
in turn a shrewd rendering of Dōgen Zenji’s ‘practice/realization’
being one and the same. In other words: we do not practice in
order to attain realization. We practice for no reason, with no
particular goal in mind. Borrowing the term from the great Latin
poet Virgil (2013), who used it in relation to the craft of poetry,
I call meditation an inglorious activity (Bazzano, 2013a).
What often happens through sustained and sincere practice,
uncluttered by religious Buddhist baggage and/or secular remedial
agendas, is a profound appreciation of life’s givens, and the
realization that life’s givens are life’s gifts (Bazzano, 2012, 2014).
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a privatized religion which, alongside double-entry book-keeping,
heralded the birth of capitalism and the Protestant worldview.
I sympathize with the optimism and ambitious claims of much
contemporary neuroscience and of similar positivist perspectives,
to which mindfulness belongs. Purpose and enthusiasm drive science
forward; yet the implicit or explicit message often following positivist
assertions is that it will be only a matter of time until the complexities
of the psyche will be unravelled and the dilemmas of the human
condition explained and resolved. Some writers (Purser & Loy,
2013) have referred to ‘McMindfulness’, offering ‘a universal
panacea for resolving almost every area of daily concern’
A question some writers ask (Hartman, 1982; Vendler, 1988)
is whether a restricted canon may engender narrow-minded views.
They ask whether being disconnected from the distant past or, as
Wallace Stevens says, (Vendler, 1988) not having within one’s
field of vision the vivid and mysterious sight of a Grecian urn
might result in holding a strange mix of arrogance and naiveté.
Which is a rather roundabout way of asking: is Mindfulness
in its current manifestation an American phenomenon? And what
would happen if it were more fully impacted by the best European
counter-tradition?
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Manu Bazzano is a psychotherapist, supervisor, and visiting
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others Colleges and Universities. He teaches philosophy in adult
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Psychology and Meditation (Ed) (2014)
Contact: www.manubazzano.com

Notes
Dharma is the original word the Buddha gave to his teachings
– different from institutionalized ‘Buddhism’.
1
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Exciting opportunity to contribute to an upcoming book
My name is Dr Marek Palasinski and I am a lecturer in Psychology at the University of Derby in the United Kingdom (moving to
Liverpool John Moores University this July). I would most appreciate if you might consider contributing to one of the chapters of the
upcoming book: Psychological Perspectives on Youth Gang Behavior, Violence, and ‘Weapons’. I understand that you are probably
very busy with your other commitments, but in case you could not find the time, please pass this invitation on to those who might be
interested. Please note that I will also be announcing a 2nd deadline for a 2-page chapter proposal (30 July), but please try to get back in
touch with me by the end of June. The deadline for the full chapter submission is 30 October. You can find more information on the
book and its chapters on: http://www.igi-global.com/publish/call-for-papers/call-details/1372 I can be contacted on
marekpalasinski@hotmail.com
The experts already involved in the book include: Dr Amy Carpenter – University of San Diego, USA; Professor Scott Decker –
Arizona State University, USA; Professor David Pyrooz – Sam Houston State University, USA; Dr Jane Wood – University of Kent, UK
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PSYCHOTHERAPY AND
COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGY
REFLECTIONS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE JOURNAL
AND CALL FOR PAPERS
We are delighted to announce a new initiative, a new journal for psychotherapy and counselling psychology.
The purpose of the Psychotherapy and Counselling Psychology Reflections (PCPR) is to produce an open access
psychotherapy and counselling psychology research-based journal aimed to bridge academic and applied
psychotherapy and counselling psychology.
Psychotherapy and Counselling Psychology Reflections considers all manuscripts on the condition that they
have been submitted only to Psychotherapy and Counselling Psychology Reflections, that they have not been
published elsewhere, and nor are they under consideration for publication or in press elsewhere.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Psychotherapy and Counselling Psychology Reflections is a peer reviewed publication underpinned by the
aspiration for a non-doctrinaire, pluralistic attitude to psychotherapy and counselling psychology. It aims to
provide a forum for open debate and encourages submissions from different traditions, epistemological positions
and theoretical modalities, enabling the development of a more open, reflective thinking to the philosophy, theory
and practice of psychotherapy and counselling psychology.
We welcome submissions of manuscripts that hold the tension between contrasting and often contradictory ideas
and that recognise the fluid and paradoxical notions of being in the world.
The focus of the journal includes the following areas:
l The contributions from and debates between different theoretical approaches to psychotherapy
and counselling psychology.
l Contemporary issues in psychotherapy and counselling psychology in public, private and voluntary settings.
l Research on the practice of psychotherapy and counselling psychology from different theoretical perspectives.
l Reviews of books of particular importance to the field of psychotherapy and counselling psychology.
The journal encourages critical, broad and experimental interpositions in discussions on psychotherapy and
counselling psychology. It intends to transcend the methodological and meta-theoretical divisions. The journal
welcomes submissions from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives, including ethnographic,
autobiographical, and single patient or organisational case studies.
To discuss possible submissions and guidelines please contact the editors.
The deadlines that we will aim to work to are as follows:
First draft to be submitted by: 15th September 2014.
All the best and we look forward to hearing from you

Dr Maria Luca and Dr Martin Milton - Editors
(please email: lucam@regents.ac.uk or miltonm@regents.ac.uk )
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NEWS FROM THE NEW SCHOOL
The NSPC continues to be busy
working on the dual challenges
of moving to permanent new
premises and organising the first
international congress for
existential psychotherapy in
history (read more of that in the
World Congress Update). The
new premises will be in Fortune
Green, near the West Hampstead
underground, overground and
Thameslink stations and will be
named The Existential Academy.
A full programme of fitting out
will begin in June and we hope
to be able to move in by the start
of the autumn.
NSPC students have been
equally busy: a further three of
them passed their doctoral vivas
in the past months and are on
their way to spreading existential
ideas within the field of
counselling psychology in their
respective countries.
We are also opening our video
archive of lectures given by
Emmy and other members of
NSPC staff to enable you to view
them online. As part of our commitment
to increasing awareness of existentially
inspired psychotherapy, Emmy has also
recently been interviewed by London
Psychology Collective as part of their
enlightening collection of interviews with
London’s leading psychologists. Visit
http://vimeo.com/channels/nspctv and
https://www.facebook.com/
TheLondonPsychologyCollective
Emmy and Digby have been as active
in giving talks and presentations as ever,
spending several days in Aarhus, Denmark
teaching large groups of psychologists
and psychiatrists. Emmy gave an invited
lecture to staff and students on Existential
Leadership at Middlesex University and
will be speaking at the Bowlby centre on
existential therapy and at the Stratford
psychotherapy and counselling centre on
therapeutic challenges over the coming
weeks. She will be interviewed by Dutch
television company IKON on death
anxiety and suicide and she and Digby
are speaking jointly at the 50th anniversary
conference of the BPS Psychotherapy
section on 8 July.

NEW SCHOOL ,
NEW PREMISE S

THE FORTU NE
GREEN SITE

Digby’s new book Emotional Well
Being and Mental Health, for which Emmy
has written a foreword will come out in
September. Emmy is currently revising
Paradox and Passion for its second edition.

World Congress for
Existential Therapy Update
The first world congress of existential
therapy, 14th-17th May. Church House,
Westminster.
The Existential Academy is sponsoring the
first world congress of existential therapy,
with support from the Society for Existential
Analysis and the International Collaborative
for Existential Counsellors and
Psychotherapists. The New School of
Psychotherapy and C o u n s e l l i n g i s
organizing the event on behalf of the
Existential Academy.
Although we are still a little under a
year away, the response has been fantastic.
We have a packed programme with a video
conference with Irvin Yalom and key note
talks from Emmy van Deurzen, Alfred
Laengle, and Kirk Schneider, and invited
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speakers from Europe, Asia, and
the Americas. Over 80 experts
from all over the world have been
providing scientific and
professional advice to us about
the programme.
We have already sold over
120 tickets, but there is room for
more attenders as we have
booked the whole of Church
House, a lovely building that is
in the heart of London,
sandwiched between Westminster
School and Westminster Abbey,
just opposite the Palace of
Westminster. We plan an active
social programme, but the main
feature will be the congress, that
will include workshops
(including a full programme of
pre-congress workshops, many
of which will amount to master
classes), round table debates,
symposia, posters, and short
paper presentations.
We are still open to proposals
for any of these activities. Accepted
proposers will have free entrance
to the congress for that day.
In order to help our international
colleagues living in countries with a lower
cost of living or facing economic
difficulties we are trying to gather Londonbased participants for a World Congress
hospitality exchange programme. This
will involve offering your home to one
of the conference delegates for the
duration of the congress on the
understanding that the delegate will be
happy to offer their home should you wish
to visit their home country. The exchange
offers a perfect opportunity to those who
would like to make enduring connections
with overseas colleagues. Those interested
should email nspcjames@gmail.com to
be included on our database.
Further details, including the
programme and bios of invited and key
note speakers, is on the website at www.
existential psychotherapy.net. You can
go straight from there to our easy to use
online booking system. Everyone who
is anyone in the existential therapy world
will be there. So you will not want to
miss it. Book now as places are filling
up rapidly.
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AN EMPTY SOUL
BY PAV O L G A B A J
Empty is the soul without the
touch of the other human soul.
Empty is the soul missing the
warmth and the beat of the
human heart.
Human heart covered with the
male brown skin which during
lamplight gives the odour of
romance and tenderness of one
evening.
Empty is the soul that lies on the
white sheet stretched over a bed.
The soul longing for the spirit
that comes from a mouth, that
comes directly from the inside
of a loving heart.
The heart that knows and loves.
The loving heart directed into the longing soul of a human.
To a Man, to a Woman.
Empty is the soul without the touch of the other soul, the soul
of a human.

Empty… alone...without the other human
being, without the being with touch.
Without the touch which has a chance to
transform itself into the harmonious embrace,
the embrace of lostness and coalescence.
Coalescence with the other human soul, the
soul whose breath adds life to the human soul
without consciousness of doing so.
The soul that is filled with life is never alone,
never … empty.
The soul that is falling asleep with warmth,
peace and life next to its heart, the heart
which rests and longs for eternal embrace of
love, Love whose death by powerful weapon
of ageing destroys the body but the Life and
the Love not.
So thus peacefully … asleep soul next to
asleep soul to the mortal life, to the eternal Life that rests till
the infinite eternity...
The soul filled with Love.
Contact: PG378@live.mdx.ac.uk
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Across
ACROSS

With Thanks
The Hermeneutic Circular team is very thankful for the work of Dr Arthur Jonathan who has for many years authored the
crosswords that have become a central part of the publication. Now aged 82, Dr Jonathan has decided to focus on new challenges
and we wish him all the best with these other projects. Our editor, Susan Iacovou, has stepped in with this issue’s puzzle, but
would be delighted to hear from anyone who has an interest in taking on this task for future publications. Contact Katrina here
– katrina.pitts@gmail.com if you are interested.
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Apply now for September
Foundation Certificate in Psychotherapy,
Counselling & Coaching
MA in Existential Coaching

Validated by Middlesex University

MSc in Psychotherapy Studies

Online Programme validated by Middlesex University

DProf in Existential Psychotherapy & Counselling

A joint course with Middlesex University, leading to eligibility
for UKCP accreditation

DCPsych in Counselling Psychology & Psychotherapy
by Professional Studies
A joint course with Middlesex University, leading to eligibility
for BPS chartership
Professional Certificate in Existential Supervision &
Group Leadership
Professional training for clinical leadership. Intensive
summer course available: 14th July - 1st August
To apply please contact:
0845 5577 752
admissions@nspc.org.uk

New School of Psychotherapy & Counselling
Principal: Prof Emmy van Deurzen

www.nspc.org.uk
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